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Figure 1. Context Map

Seattle’s 2003 Comprehensive Plan 
promoted policies to enhance growth 
within designated Urban Centers  

Legend:

 Designated Urban Centers
 Land owned by the Department of 

Parks and Recreation
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Figure 2. Pioneer Square Map

Locations and properties of  the 
primary stakeholders mentioned in 
this report  

Legend:
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Part 1: Introduction

 “Landscape architecture may be a glorious 

calling, but it is not an easy business…  My 

students and younger employees are frequently 

dismayed, if not shocked, by how political and 

nasty things can be when working on public 

projects and spaces ”

—Laurie Olin1

Research Summary

Sociologists studying community power structure tend 

to fall into one of two camps  The first camp understands 

a community as a fixed hierarchy of power, influenced 

behind the curtains by a handful of key players  The second 

camp views power as a constantly shifting phenomenon 

characterized by debates, voting, and shifting waves of 

opinion 

This thesis uses community power structure as a lens 

for evaluating the recent history of Occidental Square, or 

Occidental Park, in Seattle’s Pioneer Square neighborhood 

1. Olin, “One Size Rarely Fits All,” 140.

(Figure 1)  The purpose is twofold  First, I evaluate the role 

of community participation in Seattle, a self-consciously 

process-oriented city  Second, I evaluate the power of Seattle’s 

real estate community, which is often perceived to be at odds 

with Seattle’s public process 

Methodology

There are several possible methods of power structure 

analysis, employing organizational memberships, social 

status, benefits conveyed by the community, and ultimately, 

battles won  My research and findings are drawn from two 

sources of information  First, I researched publicly stated 

positions, as recorded in newspapers, public meeting 

minutes, and published letters and documents  Second, I 

researched privately held positions by interviewing eleven 

stakeholders and shapers of the public dialogue surrounding 

Occidental Square 

Those interviewed represented landscape 

architects, real estate developers, activists, artists, historic 

preservationists, community board members, and City 

of Seattle employees  Interview questions focused on the 

stances taken by these stakeholders regarding the purpose, 

nature, and future of Occidental Square  Those interviewed 

also shared with me their knowledge of the relationships 

among stakeholders and organizations  To respect Human 

Subjects Research protocol, not all names of the interviewed 

3



Introduction: Research Summary

have been published, but data drawn from the interviews—

particularly on interpersonal connections—are depicted 

in the power structure diagrams in this paper, which were 

drawn using information gained from archived letters and 

meeting minutes, and in dialogue with some of the people 

interviewed 

The Issues

The primary stakeholder positions studied are on 

design preservation; urban tree canopy; and on the role 

of park design in crime, in sheltering the homeless, and 

in the creation of a neighborhood image that attracts new 

development 

Positions were aligned during Pioneer Square’s 

renaissance of the 1970s, during which the preservation 

of historic architecture and the addition of a broader 

housing mix to a low-income district were the motto 

of architects, developers, and elected officials alike  With 

time, the contradictions in that philosophy emerged as 

the demographic of social service clients shifted and the 

limitations of social charity became evident 

Misalignment continued to grow, peaking in 

Occidental Park between 2001 and 2005 during a battle 

over park design that most prominently pitted advocates of 

incremental and careful growth against advocates of efficient 

and determined growth  Designers, property owners, 

residents, business owners, and social institutions all split 

along the spectrum of opinion 

The uncharacteristically acrimonious battle, fought 

silently by some and vocally by others, took place in 

a neighborhood that generally witnesses community 

collaboration and compromise  The mixed victory won 

by those who supported the causes of crime prevention 

through environmental design (CPTED) and low-cost 

maintenance schemes left a bitter taste of disfranchisement 

among many of the community’s earlier, arts-and-design-

oriented pioneers  Concomitant loss of affordable housing 

opportunities caused many of these pioneers to move away 

from the neighborhood, taking with them part of Occidental 

Square’s community 

Yet, Pioneer Square is a neighborhood in which 

civic power has often ebbed among business owners, 

architects, and artists  These days, with fresh-faced new 

residents replacing many members of the old guard, the park 

 alliances formed based on 
philosophical preferences, 
with efficiency on one end 
and complexity on the other.
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thrives with new life, and the power structure of the park’s 

community continues to evolve 

Conclusions

A combination of research methods employed on 

Occidental Square has led me to conclude that the City of 

Seattle, rather than any local interest group, is the primary 

arbiter in the core narrative of Occidental Square 

The two other primary candidates for power were 

the neighborhood groups themselves, and local developers 

in Pioneer Square  Neighborhood groups, with the aid 

of Seattle’s Neighborhood Matching Fund as well as local 

Business Improvement Area assessments, have been able 

to independently enact small-scale changes and enlist 

a significant segment of the local community in public 

dialogue  Local developers, meanwhile, were pointed out as 

the “real” dialogue shapers2 at times when power in park 

design shifted from the neighborhood to the City  However, 

neither group has consistently prevailed in final decisions 

regarding park design 

Within this model, I made two important conclusions  

First, the paradigm of self-interested political alignment is 

oversimplified  More aptly, alliances in Occidental Square 

were formed based on philosophical preferences, with 

2. “Oh No You Don’t: Community Feedback.”

simplicity and efficiency on one end and complexity and 

deliberation on the other 

Second, there is a correlation in Pioneer Square 

between economic growth and political alignment  In boom 

times, final decisions reflect efficiency and growth  In lag 

times, complexity and deliberation emerge  The ebb and 

flow suggests that the City is the final arbitrator, constantly 

balancing a political tendency to favor consensus and 

community process with an economic tendency to favor 

growth and private investment 

Public spaces are rich places in which to conduct 

a power structure analysis  In contrast to neighborhood-

scale planning, which concerns land that is predominantly 

privately owned, public spaces are owned by the City  As 

such, planning for public spaces might serve as a litmus 

test of a city’s ability to incorporate both efficiency and 

democracy into its civic process 

 the city of seattle is the 
final arbitrator, constantly 
balancing political consensus 
with economic efficiency.
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Introduction: Contact Information and Further Research

Contact Information and Further Research

For those seeking an academic research topic, below is 

a list of what can be developed in future iterations:

 � Expansion of this research to the broader neighborhood, 

including privately owned land  This may well lead to 

different conclusions than those regarding public spaces 

 � Further research into the events of 1970 and the present 

day  The April 2011 rezoning discussions are a good 

starting point for analyzing present-day power structure 

 � More interviews with business owners and social service 

providers  Allied Arts, 4Culture, the Union Gospel 

Mission, the Downtown Emergency Services Center, and 

the Compass Center are good candidates 

 � More research into the community’s internal design 

process, beginning with meeting minutes from the 

Community Council’s Visions Committee and from the 

Community Association’s Public Spaces Committee 

 � Qualitative interviews with current park users, 

particularly those who make use of the neighborhood’s 

social services  This would be enough for a thesis in 

its own right  Start by standing on the shoulders of 

Noelle Higgins and her 2007 thesis for the University 

of Washington’s Department of Landscape Architecture, 

entitled City Hall Park: dignity, democracy, homelessness and 

design for an urban park 

 � Placing this research in the larger context of the successes 

and pitfalls of neighborhood-level planning elsewhere in 

Seattle and in the country  Two places to start are Neighbor 

Power by Jim Diers and Planning in the Face of Power by 

John Forester 

 � More complete historical tracking of committee 

memberships, particularly in the 1970s  The Department 

of Neighborhoods, the Alliance for Pioneer Square, and 

the Board of Park Commissioners would all be fruitful 

places to search 

 � Mining correspondence to the City and to local 

newspapers, for a more comprehensive look at the 

balance of opinions held by the community 

 � After publication, I was able to retrieve Seattle Police 

Department 911 dispatch data for Occidental Square, as 

context for the crime prevention strategies discussed  

Please contact me if you are interested in analyzing this 

data to track the correlation between the volume of 

dispatch calls over time and various crime prevention 

strategies, including CPTED, undertaken in the park 

In lieu of indexing this text, I’ll make a copy available 

online for full text searches  The latest edition can be found 

here: http://n-theory.com/occidentalsquare 

I can also be reached at boting.zhang@aya.yale.edu 

6



Figure 3. Spectrum of Viewpoints

This diagram illustrates the two sides to each of the four major arguments 
surrounding the design and use of Occidental Square  Nearly all users have 
agreed over the years that the park has some problems, but disagree on the 
solutions 

The purpose of this spectrum is show that, in Occidental Square’s history, 
opinions and viewpoints are strongly clustered and correlated  Those who 
believe that the park must be cleaned up before the residential market can 
justify new developments also tend to support budget-conscious design and 
centralized decision-making  Those who have strongly advocated inclusive 
park design for the have-nots in the neighborhood have also favored historic 
preservation  To oversimplify, it appears that some users prefer simplicity in 
the process of addressing the park’s problems, while their opponents believe 
simple solutions to be unsustainable, unrealistic, undemocratic, or simply ugly 

Setting aside the indignance evident in many arguments, it’s important to note 
that this is not a debate of civic interests against self interests  More accurately, 
it’s a philosophical debate among people who are all simultaneously civic-
minded and self-interested, who agree loosely on a vision for Pioneer Square 
but disagree vehemently at times on how best to get there 

Occidental Square does not have enough history—nor have the park’s 
users considered its problems sufficiently solved—to judge either of these 
viewpoints to be the “correct” one  This thesis only seeks to understand how 
opposing opinions interact in the context of Pioneer Square’s social structure 
to formulate decisions 

The below color coding will be used in the following pages to place 
people and actions along the ideological spectrum  This is certainly an 
oversimplification, as many people are not monotone on all issues  However, 
due to mutually reinforcing relationships at the community level, I have found 
that, at least for Occidental Park, these stances are generally correlated 

For Simplicity & Efficiency Issue For Complexity & Deliberation

Park design should discourage 
sleeping and loitering; a visible 
homeless presence in the park 
makes other users of the space 
uncomfortable.

Park design should discourage drug 
dealing and aggressive behavior. 
Visible homelessness is okay, but 
other park users should still be 
comfortable in the entire park.

Sense of Safety

Downtown parks depend on active 
police presence in order to allow 
the majority of its users to feel 
safe in them. Park crime is a police 
issue, not a design issue.

Parks should accommodate 
everyone, including the have-nots 
and the mentally ill, who especially 
need to be downtown near social 
services and public transit.

Parks must evolve to continue 
serving their communities. The 
changes were necessary to improve 
park function. The park is much 
easier to program and maintain 
now.

All of the changes to the park 
were necessary, although a budget 
for finer design details would 
have been nice. The park is more 
pleasant now.

Design Complexity and 
Preservation

The textures of the old park are 
missed. Many elements of the park 
needed to be redesigned, though 
the changes were more heavy-
handed than necessary.

The original Jones & Jones design 
held a valuable aesthetic, and the 
trees were mature urban canopy 
that should have been preserved. 
The park has lost its character after 
the redesign.

A poorly used park gains a bad 
reputation, and must be redesigned 
in order to attract new users. 
Public spaces must be successful 
first to attract new residents and 
employers to the neighborhood.

Efforts must be made to attract 
urban pioneers comfortable 
with Pioneer Square’s grittiness. 
However, the perception of danger 
must be reduced to create a market 
that merits new development.

Which Must Come 
First: Park Vitality or 

Neighborhood Growth?

Both the neighborhood’s residential 
base and park’s user base must 
grow in tandem, but the park’s 
problems are primarily attributable 
to empty buildings at night, not 
vice versa.

A park’s success is defined more 
by beauty than by programmable 
function. With more residents in 
the neighborhood, a beautiful park 
will naturally become better used 
and more diverse.

Focus groups clarify how public 
spaces are used, but downtown 
parks serve the city at large. Thus, 
their final design should be left to 
city-level authorities.

Parks should be designed with 
community input, but expediency 
requires a central decision-making 
authority to keep parks within 
budget.

Community 
Participation

Parks should be designed according 
to a community process in which 
the participants of the process 
determine the design.

Parks should be designed according 
to an inclusive, democratic 
process that favors a community’s 
underserved.

7Spectrum of Viewpoints 7



Introduction: Contact Information and Further Research

-10        0      +10

Mayor Downtown Seattle Key Decisions Washington State 
GDP Growth (%)

Neighborhood and Occidental Square

People per city block in O
ccidental Square’s census tract: (See Figure 38 for census details)

Clinton World’s Fair 1962 Occidental Hotel demolished

95
1963 Anderson restores Jackson Building

Braman

1964
I-5 to Seattle 1965 Anderson restores Union Trust Building

Model City funding 1966 Graham Plan: renewal with garages
1967

Forward Thrust; Westlake planning 1968
Wes Uhlman elected 1969

Uhlman

Ozark Hotel fire 1970 Pioneer Square Historic District

40

Pike Place Market Historic District 1971 Occidental Park completed
Kingdome site selected 1972 Grand Central renovation

1973
1974 MAKERS district plan: more residents
1975 City Loan Pavilion restaurant opens
1976 Kingdome opens
1977 Park programming slows as funding drops

Royer

1978 City drops park’s maintenance staff
1979 Economic report: hotel on park’s east
1980 Neighborhood’s first upscale condos

49

State rules against Westlake plans 1981 CAFE EDGAR: centralize leadership; moratorium on new low-income housing and services
1982
1983 BIA formed, half of budget spent on parks maintenance
1984 Park programming resumes under BIA budget
1985 First redesign effort. Preservation Board okays removing 12 trees

Neighborhood 
Leadership

Downtown Land Use Plan 1986 Trees removed, pruned. Mall benches removed; new plastic chairs
Metro Tunnel excavation 1987 Some cobblestones leveled, totems and planters installed.

1988 Pioneer Square crime wave: two murders and seven rapes Ed HunekeCAP: height limits, design review 1989 Summit recommends more redesign, social services moratorium

PSC
C

 President

Rice

Pedestrian-only Pine Street 1990 Preservation District plan update: keep park’s character Alan Black

70

Seattle Commons proposed 1991 EDAW study proposes redesign. Watson’s about-face: get the bums out

Tina Bueche

1992 Preservation Board denies bench and tree removal
1993
1994 PS in Downtown Urban Center; city-wide neighborhood planning starts 

Seattle Commons defeated 1995 Safeco Field funding denied
Pine Street re-opens to traffic 1996 Safeco Field funding procured and site selected

Monorail proposed 1997 Qwest Field funding approved Dave Brunner

Schell

1998 Neighborhood plan: middle-income housing, social services moratorium
1999 South Downtown Foundation to disburse stadium mitigation funds Cary Atlas

Pro Parks Levy passes 2000 Brunner

61

“Seattle way” mayor: narrow win 2001 Otak hired. Historic plaques added. Neighborhood associations merge. Bif Brigman

Nickels

Viaduct replacement options 2002 Casey Jones PSC
A

 Executive D
ir.

2003 Seattle South Downtown Vision

Craig 
Montgomery

Increased downtown height limits 2004 City re-envisions park plans
Monorail defeated 2005 Brigman and Tracy file lawsuit against new park plans; eventually win

2006 Occidental Park renovated. City not required to replace trees
2007 Urban Visions begins permitting process to develop Diamond Parking lot
2008
2009

Leslie SmithMcGinn 2010 Pioneer Square Revitalization Plan: nighttime closure and CPTED

100

Viaduct discussions continue 2011 Rezone: Council opts for height limits approved by community process

Figure 4. Timeline of Key Decisions

As metropolitan area GDP statistics 
don’t cover enough history, inflation-
adjusted state GDP is used as an 
indicator of local economic growth  
Roughly speaking, in boom times, 
decisions favor simplicity  Down times 
are characterized by decisions that 
favor community process 

Legend: (See previous figure)

 Years:  People/Decisions:
 GDP growing  Efficiency
 GDP up, < 5%  Mixed or N/A
 GDP shrinking  Deliberation

8 Timeline of Key Decisions8



Figure 5. 1971 Power Structure

The following power maps place 
people along the X-axis according to 
the stances described in the previous 
figures  Placement along the Y-axis 
was determined by assessing relative 
influence on public opinion and 
design decisions  

As this diagram illustrates, in 
1971 when Occidental Square was 
completed, architects and developers 
were allied  The relatively small 
number of people active in Pioneer 
Square helped forge mutually 
reinforcing working relationships 

R
elatively Influential

<
 Infl

uence on Park >
R

elatively Pow
erless

Favors Efficiency < Stance > Favors Deliberation

Legend:

 Formal association / committee
 Individual

Interest Group:
 Arts and history
 Architecture and planning
 Middle-class residents
 Low-income residents
 Public servants
 Social service non-profits
 Retailers
 Real estate, finance, and law
 Other neighborhood offices
 Community organizations / other

Public Involvement in Park (size):
.6” Regular advocacy and investment
.4” Frequent involvement
.2” Occasional participation
.1” No participation

Relationships:
 Friendly collaborative relationship
 Professional collaboration
 Adverse relationship

Occidental Park Power Structure: 1971

91971 Power Structure 9



Introduction: Contact Information and Further Research

Figure 6. 1988–1992 Power 
Structure

By 1992, the number of interested 
stakeholders in Occidental Park had 
increased significantly  The BIA helped 
organize advocates of larger-scale 
changes in park design, leading to 
a perceivable separation in interest 
groups  The final decision was a 
compromise 

Only those who voiced opinions in the 
public process have been diagrammed, 
leading to an under-representation of 
the very low-income here, though they 
are prominent park users 

R
elatively Influential

<
 Infl

uence on Park >
R

elatively Pow
erless

Favors Efficiency < Stance > Favors Deliberation

Legend:

 Formal association / committee
 Individual

Interest Group:
 Arts and history
 Architecture and planning
 Middle-class residents
 Low-income residents
 Public servants
 Social service non-profits
 Retailers
 Real estate, finance, and law
 Other neighborhood offices
 Community organizations / other

Public Involvement in Park (size):
.6” Regular advocacy and investment
.4” Frequent involvement
.2” Occasional participation
.1” No participation

Relationships:
 Friendly collaborative relationship
 Professional collaboration
 Adverse relationship

Occidental Park Power Structure: 1988–1992

10 1988–1992 Power Structure10



Figure 7. 2004–2006 Power 
Structure

By 2004, Jones & Jones and allies 
had lost design ownership  The 
consolidation of community 
organizations helped decrease the 
impression of competing interest 
groups 

Fewer representatives from the social 
services sector were vocal in this 
iteration, and fewer vocal participants 
was evident overall  Each side was 
championed by de facto spokespeople  
The Preservation Board also held less 
power by this time 

R
elatively Influential

<
 Infl

uence on Park >
R

elatively Pow
erless

Favors Efficiency < Stance > Favors Deliberation

Legend:

 Formal association / committee
 Individual

Interest Group:
 Arts and history
 Architecture and planning
 Middle-class residents
 Low-income residents
 Public servants
 Social service non-profits
 Retailers
 Real estate, finance, and law
 Other neighborhood offices
 Community organizations / other

Public Involvement in Park (size):
.6” Regular advocacy and investment
.4” Frequent involvement
.2” Occasional participation
.1” No participation

Relationships:
 Friendly collaborative relationship
 Professional collaboration
 Adverse relationship

Occidental Park Power Structure: 2004–2006

112004–2006 Power Structure 11



Introduction: Contact Information and Further Research

1981 1989 1995 1998 2003 2010
CAFE EDGAR Intergov’tl Summit PS Planning Committee PS Planning Committee Major Property PS Revitalization

Theodore Lane, Chair Steering Committee Renee Tanner, President John Chaney, President Owners Group Steering Committee
Lhillah Sainte-John Casey Carmody, Chair John Chaney Jennifer Meisner Frank Stagen Richard Thurston
Michael Carroll Sunny Speidel Cath Brunner Cath Brunner Greg Smith Laine Ross
Thomas Brunton Kate Krafft Jennifer Meisner Paul Niebanck William Justen Tina Bueche
David Dougherty Jim Olson Cathryn Vandenbrink Mario Campos Frank Buchana Dave Brunner
Betty Johnson Katherine Olson Katherine Olson Phil Klinkon Reyn Yates Anne Fennessy
Richard Reel Gail Israel Tina Bueche Bradley Scharf Paul Allen Rick Friedhoff
Bill Niccolls Tina Bueche David Brunner David Brunner Guy Godefroy

Mike Tretton Daniel Malone Pandora Degreen William Justen
Jessica Greenway Tom Gomez Shannon Yates Paul Swegle
Tom Gomez John Speirs Anthony Reifers Kevin Daniels
Cee Cee Ponicsan Suzanne Mitchell Reyn Yates Lisa Dixon

Suzanne Mitchell Kate Joncas
Leslie Smith

1997 2010
Community Development Alliance for PS

Organization Leslie Smith, ED
Richard Friedhoff, Pres. Charles Royer, Chair
Sunny Speidel Kevin Daniels, Chair
John Chaney Sean O’Meara
Paul Sikora Shelby Brammer
Paul Niebanck Jen Hulet-Kelly
Katherine F. Olson Jan Drago
David Brunner Rick Friedhoff
Cheryl DeBoise Hugh Holman
Bill Hobson Adam Hasson
Anthony Frazier Rich Reel
Ellie Schroeder Paul Swegle

Ryan Smith

1990 2004 2007 2010
PS Preservation Board PS Preservation Board PS Preservation Board PS Preservation Board
Bill Budigan, Pres. Kim Lokan, Chair Tina Bueche, Chair Lorne McConachie, Ch.
Sunny Speidel David Strauss Sonja Sokol Furesz Catherine Person
Katheryn Hills Krafft Doug Ito Doug Ito Ryan Hester
Rick Buckley Sara-Jane Bellanca David Strauss Jessica Miller
Johnpaul Jones Dottie Faris Lorne McConachie Erin Doherty
Robert Wagoner Tina Bueche Sara-Jane Bellanca Ann Brown
Susan Kresge Bill Hobson Rick Friedhoff Willie Parish
Daniel Mitchell III Robert Masin John De Lanoy Adam Hasson
Jairus Stratton III John De Lanoy Adam Hasson
John Hanley Alexander Bennett Alex Bennett
David Harvey
Karen Howe

Figure 8. Neighborhood Groups, 
1980–1999

A timeline of neighborhood committees 
and other formal coalitions  More historical 
archive research is needed to fill in the gaps 

This list suggests an under-representation of 
social institutions relative to their impact on 
the neighborhood’s identity  It also suggests 
a greater level of segregation in the last 
decade, with architects over-represented on 
preservation boards and under-represented 
in other committees  More detailed research 
is necessary before these preliminary 
patterns can be confirmed 

Legend:

 Cultural and historic groups
 Architects and placemakers
 Middle-class residents
 Low-income residents
 Public servants
 Social institutions
 Retailers
 Finance/real estate/law firms
 Other offices
 Other community consultants

12 Neighborhood Groups, 1980–199912



Diers hired community organizers, not planners, 

to staff his new department, which provides support to 

communities to create their own neighborhood plans 5 

Pioneer Square regularly uses this support to revisit plans for 

Occidental Square  In recent years, however, the effectiveness 

of neighborhood plans has again come under question 

City Governance

The planning process for Occidental Square touches 

upon many branches of City government (Figure 9) 

Within DON, the Neighborhood Coordinator for 

Pioneer Square runs the Pioneer Square Preservation Board  

The power of this board has risen and fallen with the relative 

power of DON itself; many believe that its relative power 

under Jim Diers’s leadership, from 1988 to 2002, has faded 

under subsequent administrative changes 6

The Department of Parks & Recreation (DPR), the 

official owner of Occidental Square, distributes levy funds for 

park improvements 

The Board of Park Commissioners advises the Mayor, 

City Council, and the DPR Superintendent on park policies 

The mayor’s influence evolves with each 

administration’s turnover  Councilmembers have historically 

5. Ibid.

6. Nusbaum, “Neighborhood Planning in Seattle: Now What?”.

Part 2: Power Structure

Shaping a Public Space

Neighborhood Planning

Depending on whom you ask, Seattle either prides 

itself in, or smacks its civic forehead over, its neighborhood 

planning process  This process was formalized in the late 

1980s, when the City established a Neighborhood Matching 

Fund to grant money and planning power to neighborhoods  

The Department of Neighborhoods (DON) was established 

at the same time,3 taking the Pioneer Square Preservation 

Board under its wing 

The Department’s first director, Jim Diers, holds on to 

a strong grassroots planning philosophy:

As a former community organizer, I hated 

neighborhood planning…  Plans came out of 

city hall with only token involvement of the 

community[, and] usually just sat on the shelf 4

3. Diers, “Seattle’s Department of Neighborhoods: Enhancing Government 
Effectiveness by Empowering Communities,” 4.

4. Ibid., 7.
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Power Structure: Shaping a Public Space

been empowered by the electoral process, in what former 

mayor Charles Royer has described as the “ten-mayor form 

of government” 7 The start of Greg Nickels’s administration, 

in 2002, kicked off a more centralized governing process,8 

7. Royer, “Does Seattle work any more?”.

8. Nusbaum, “Neighborhood Planning in Seattle: Now What?”.

Figure 9. City of Seattle Park Governance
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although it is still sometimes said that Seattle’s citizens 

“know how to chew[, but] don’t know how to swallow ”9

Growth Coalitions

Local developers can be counted among those 

generally impatient with Seattle’s collective chewing  In the 

past decade, Pioneer Square’s major landowners contributed 

much less to the mayoral campaigns of candidates who 

favored neighborhood process (Figure 11) 10

Businesses with a shared interest in intensifying 

land use are termed “growth coalitions” and “place 

entrepreneurs” by power structure researchers, who usually 

assign these businesses with significant political power 11 

Within Occidental Square, developers have often been called 

out as the most powerful influence, vilified at times for 

overpowering the community voice 12

What is unusual in Occidental Square, however, is 

that it in fact pitted “place entrepreneurs” against each 

other  Disagreements often flared between architects and 

developers—both sides, in theory, part of the selfsame 

“growth coalition” 

9. Royer, “Does Seattle work any more?”.

10. “The Seattle mayor’s race: No time to plod.”

11. Logan and Molotch, Urban fortunes, x.

12. “Oh No You Don’t: Community Feedback”; Maryman and 
Umbanhowar, “How Not to Revitalize an Icon.”
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Researching Power Structure

Mapping Community Power

An early power structure study, conducted by Floyd 

Hunter in 1950s Atlanta, concluded that a handful of 

individuals made most of the high-impact decisions affecting 

a given community  These people, termed the “power 

elite”, influenced the opinions and actions of the rest of the 

community 13 This theory of power structure was confirmed 

by subsequent studies of Atlanta and New Haven 14

Pluralists, on the other hand, point to a complex and 

shifting community power structure shaped by interest 

groups, community lobbyists, and democratic process  A 

third group of sociologists could be classified as historical 

institutionalists, viewing power to be held predominantly by 

government 15

Mapping Community Structure

Mapping organizational networks—”membership 

network analysis”—is an exercise in listing key 

organizations, their members, and their connectivity  From 

13. Hunter, Community Power Structure, 2.

14. Domhoff, “Who Rules America: Power Structure Research.”

15. Domhoff, Who Rules America?, 20.

these networks, kinship and friendship ties can be seen, as 

well as flows of money and information 16

Mapping beliefs is labeled “content analysis”  The 

clustering of stances can then be compared with the actual 

decisions made 17

Occidental Park has caused people to organize around 

relationships as well as beliefs (Figure 5)  Triangulating 

from several common indicators of power, my diagrams 

16. Domhoff, “Who Rules America: Power Structure Research.”

17. Ibid.

“we know how to chew; we 
just don’t know how to 
swallow…. the key to getting 
things done is figuring out 
how to turn ‘process’ into a 
verb rather than a noun.” 
 
— quoted by charles royer
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Power Structure: Reputational Power

Figure 11. Property Owner Campaign Contributions

Campaign contributions in 2001 and 2009 from major property 
owners in Pioneer Square (the Major Property Owners Group 
plus the former Pioneer Square Properties)  Their favored 
candidates won in neither major election  The winners in both 
years ran on a platform of public process 

(I) designates the incumbent mayor; both bowed out in the 
primaries  (E) designates the elected mayor  Data source: Seattle 
Ethics and Elections Commission

Figure 10. Top Campaign Contributors, 2001–2009

Below are the top 20 individual campaign contributors, grouped 
by employment sector, in the last decade  Data source: Seattle 
Ethics and Elections Commission

point to a slow weakening of influence on the part of the 

neighborhood’s former architectural power elite 

Reputational Power

Who Stands Out?

Floyd Hunter employed the reputational method in 

1953, asking the reputed “big men” in Atlanta who they, 

in turn, thought the “big men” were 18 Though this is no 

longer accepted as the optimal research method today, future 

positional and decisional studies of the same city have held 

up Hunter’s conclusions, rendering it a good first stab at 

power structure analysis 19

In Seattle, developers are often picked out as these 

“big men”  Vulcan, Nitze-Stagen, Urban Visions, and Samis 

Land Company are the Pioneer Square developers most 

frequently mentioned in my interviews 

In the past decade, during Greg Nickels’s mayorship, 

the Seattle mayor himself, along with deputy mayor Tim Ceis, 

also earned reputations for top-down decision-making 20

18. Hunter, Community Power Structure.

19. Domhoff, Who Rules America?.

20. Brunner, “‘Shark’ Tim Ceis keeps grip on power of mayor’s office.”

2001

Schell (I) $3,250 
Sidran $2,970 
Nickels (E) $1,300 

2009

Nickels (I) $6,800 
Mallahan $7,750 
McGinn (E) $300 
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Positional Power

Who Benefits?

Those who benefit from power possess the things 

most valued by the community structure  Such benefits 

include property ownership, health, and wealth 21

Within Seattle, these benefits might be measured 

by a sufficient wealth and motivation to finance political 

campaigns  The last decade has seen lawyers and real estate 

professionals consistently representing half of the top 20 

contributors during mayoral election years (Figure 10) 

However, the mayoral elections of 200122 and 200923 

were both treated in the press as partial referendums on the 

“Seattle way” of consensus-oriented public process  Judging 

by campaign contributions (Figure 11),24 the candidates 

supported by key Pioneer Square developers were those who 

were identified with efficiency and big-city leadership over 

consensus  In both elections, these candidates lost  Instead, 

Nickels won in 2001 while campaigning for the “Seattle 

way”, and McGinn won in 2009 on a platform to revisit 

the Viaduct decision  This reveals some of the mechanics by 

21. Domhoff, “Who Rules America: Power Structure Research.”

22. “The Seattle mayor’s race: No time to plod.”

23. Berger, “On Politics: The Upset.”

24. City of Seattle, “Seattle Ethics and Elections Commission reports.”

which political pressure is exerted on elected officials to 

honor community process in Seattle 

Who Governs?

Governance can also be used as an indicator of 

positional power  Groups that are over-represented in 

leadership positions and decision-making organizations can 

be inferred to be relatively powerful 25

Pioneer Square has had several community councils 

over the years  The latest, the Alliance for Pioneer Square, 

evolved from the Pioneer Square Community Association, 

which in turn was the product of a 2001 merger of three 

separate community councils 

As a designated Historic District, Pioneer Square is one 

of Seattle’s few neighborhoods that require aesthetic changes 

to be approved by a commission  This commission, the 

Pioneer Square Preservation Board, now operates under the 

umbrella of the Department of Neighborhoods 

An examination of this local leadership over the past 

few decades reveals a gradual divergence of architects and 

landowners into separate commissions, with architects over-

represented on the Preservation Board and development 

firms over-represented in neighborhood task forces (Figure 

8)  To illustrate, in 2010, the 8-member Preservation 

25. Domhoff, “Who Rules America: Power Structure Research.”
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Power Structure: Decisional Power

Board included 4 architects and only one developer, 

while the 13-member board of the Alliance for Pioneer 

Square included four developers and no architects  Both 

organizations have been more diverse in the past 

Nearly every board includes a spot for just one 

representative from a social service institution and no 

representatives from Pioneer Square’s sizable low-income 

population, although both are certainly very important and 

permanent components of the neighborhood 

The Preservation Board itself, meanwhile, has 

weakened in power over the years  The types of decisions that 

the Board was empowered to make in 1992—for instance, 

final approval over the removal of trees and furniture from 

Occidental Square—are decisions that the Board itself would 

abdicate jurisdiction over a decade later 

Decisional Power

Who Wins?

Different groups propose different policies for 

communities, and power can be inferred based on who 

consistently initiates successful policies, shapes public 

opinion, and selects winning political candidates 

In the decisional method of power structure analysis, 

the researcher follows the chain of ultimate decision-making  

Though the decisional method of power structure analysis 

is often considered the most rigorous, it is also the most 

dangerous, as it necessitates a greater degree of inference as 

compared to other empirical indicators  Since aspects of the 

decision-making process remain hidden, and interviews are 

handicapped by a high potential for exaggeration or hazy 

memories, this is a difficult indicator to use accurately 

There have been two notable battles over Occidental 

Square in the last two decades  The first battle, fought 

between 1988 and 1992, was settled through mediation 

and a compromise that favored residents and park 

preservationists  Upon the second battle, between 2000 and 

2006, the pendulum swung considerably the other way 

In researching for this thesis, I have employed all of 

the methods described in the previous section, with heavy 

reliance on the decisional method 

 the mayoral candidates 
supported by developers 
in 2001 and 2009 were 
identified with efficiency over 
consensus. in both elections, 
these candidates lost.
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Figure 12. Pioneer Square Aerial View, 1958

Above: The site of Occidental Park is outlined in pink  Some buildings were 
demolished to make way for the entire park  Also note the buildings to the 
east, before being acquired for Diamond Parking  Image: Seattle Municipal 
Archives, http://www.flickr.com/photos/seattlemunicipalarchives/4129007876/

Figure 13. The Old Northern Bar

Below: This bar sat on the northern edge of what is now Occidental Square  
Seattle’s Salvation Army was born here in 1887  Image: Seattle PI Archives, 
http://blog.seattlepi.com/thebigblog/files/2011/03/northern-bar-6301.jpg

Figure 14. The Old Lyric Theater, 1912

Above: To the east of what is now Occidental Square were a vaudeville 
theater and a hotel  Note the cobbled streets  Image: University of Washington 
Digital Archives, http://content.lib.washington.edu/cdm4/item_viewer.
php?CISOROOT=/curtis&CISOPTR=801

Figure 15. Parking Lots at Occidental Square, 1960s

The site of Occidental Square is in the foreground; Diamond Parking to 
the right  Image: Museum of History and Industry, Seattle Post-Intelligencer 
Collection, 86.5.52038 via Mildred Tanner Andrews, Pioneer Square, p. 190.

N
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Power Structure: Decisional Power

Figure 16. Open Space Plan for Pioneer Square, 1971

The Jones & Jones plan for Pioneer Square’s open spaces, commissioned 
by the City of Seattle, envisioned Occidental Mall as a “green scaffold” for 
the neighborhood, with Occidental Park as the neighborhood’s agora  Note 
the suggestion for new construction to the east of the park  Image: Grant 
Jones & Associates, Design Programs for Pioneer Place and Occidental Parks 
with Recommendations for an Open Space System in the Pioneer Square Historic 
District, p. 23

N

20 Open Space Plan for Pioneer Square, 197120



Figure 17. Open Space Vision, 1971

Above: This original vision for Pioneer Square’s open spaces illustrates 
the London plane trees at a less mature height  Note also the low-rise 
developments to the east (to the left in this rendering)  Image: Grant Jones 
& Associates, Design Programs for Pioneer Place and Occidental Parks with 
Recommendations for an Open Space System in the Pioneer Square Historic 
District, p. 24

Figure 18. 1998 Neighborhood Plan Update

Above: Occidental Square and Occidental Avenue were still the top critical 
area for public space improvement, nearly thirty years after the original 
open space plan  The lots to the east of the park remain undeveloped  Image: 
1998 Pioneer Square Neighborhood Plan, p. 5

Figure 19. 2003 South Downtown Vision

Below: The Major Property Owners Group unveiled their vision for the 
Pioneer Square region, to include 12,000 new residential units  For 
comparison, the Office of Housing tallied 1,200 housing units in Pioneer 
Square in 2008  Occidental Square is outlined in pink  This is the first plan 
calling for development to its east that has been developed in conjunction 
with that site’s owner  Image: Mithun, http://mithun.com/projects/project_
detail/south_downtown_vision/

N

N

N

211998 Neighborhood Plan Update 21



Power Structure: Decisional Power

Figure 20. 2005 Occidental Square Redesign

The redesigned park included new paving, bocce courts, 
and a life-sized chess board (located towards the center 
of the square, not depicted)  The grids of the new paving 
serve as “bridges” set over the uneven subsoil, to ensure 
a smooth surface  Seventeen trees were removed, as were 
benches and the glass-topped pergola  The future cafe in 
this drawing has not been built  Image: Otak, Inc.

N

22 2005 Occidental Square Redesign22



11  OK Hotel
 212 Alaskan Way
 44 Apartments

12  Olympic Block
 100 1st Ave S
 15 Condos

13  Our Home Hotel
 75 S Main St
 17 Condos

14  Post Mews
 611 Post St
 7 Condos

15  Prudential Building
 114 Alaskan Way S
 37 Apartments

16  Quintessa
 201 Yesler Way
 132 Apartments

17  Seattle Quilt
 318 1st Ave S
 22 Apartments

18  Smith Tower
 506 2nd Ave
 1 Apartment

19  State Hotel
 114 1st Ave S
 7 Live/Work

20  Tashiro Kaplan
 115 Prefontaine Place
 50 Live/Work

21  Terry Denny 
 111 1st Ave S
 48 Apartments

22  The Lofts
 210 3rd Ave S
 17 Condos

23  NW Loft Apartments
 2nd 2nd Ave S
 29 Apartments

PROPOSED DEV’T

24  North Lot
 North Lot @ Qwest Field
 956 Condos + Apartments

25  Stadium Lofts
 589 Occidental Ave S
 82 Condos
 3 Live/Work 

26  200 Occidental
 200 Occidental
 TBD

27  167 Washington
 167 Washington
 Apartments

5  Jackson Square
 121 S Jackson St
 7 Condos

6  Lowman Building
 107 Cherry Street
 89 Apartments

7  Merchants
 109 1/2 Yesler Way
 6 Apartments

9  Monterey Lofts
 406 2nd Ave Ext S
 11 Apartments

10  Nord Building
 312 1st Ave S
 7 Condos

8  Merrill Place
 97 S Jackson St
 16 Condos

1 606 Post
 606 Post Ave
 14 Condos

2  80 S Jackson
 80 S Jackson
 24 Condos

3  Florentine
 526 1st Ave S
 116 Condos

4  Harbor Lofts
 420 2nd Ave
 11 Apartments

Apartments + Condos
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13 2Figure 21. Pioneer 
Square Housing 
Map, 2011

This complete map 
of non-subsidized 
housing illustrates 
the concern over 
the lack of “eyes” 
on Occidental Park, 
a stated priority 
for new mixed-
use (#26) and 
apartment (#27) 
developments  Image: 
Jen Kelly, http://www.
thenewpioneersquare.
com/where-can-you-
live-in-pioneer-square/

23Pioneer Square Housing Map, 2011 23



Power Structure: Decisional Power

Figure 22. Park Homeless, 1985

Above: A family distributes food to the homeless 

Below: Also note the cobbled paving and hooped-armrest benches  
Images: Michael Meglemre, University of Washington Digital Archives, 
http://content.lib.washington.edu/cdm4/item_viewer.php?CISOROOT=/
imlsmohai&CISOPTR=3475 (and CISOPTR=3057 below)

Figure 23. Paving: Subsoil Conditions, 1971

Above: The underground was filled in below the new park  Compaction 
would later cause differential settlement, leading to problems with the 
original sand-set cobblestones  Note the hooped benches along the 
pergola’s base  Image: Mildred Tanner Andrews, Pioneer Square, p. 188.

Figure 24. Cobbled Paving

Below: The park in the 1990s  Image: Beth Somerfield, http://www.seattle.gov/
parks/_images/parks/occidentalLunch.jpg

24 Park Homeless, 198524



Figure 25. Paving Studies, 2003

Replacing the original cobblestones was a sensitive topic  Otak undertook 
extensive studies in the community design phase of the redesign project  Some 
paving options were first tested in a small section of the park  Image: Otak.

25Paving Studies, 2003 25



Power Structure: Decisional Power

Figure 26. Trees in the Park, 1990s

Above: Most commentators wanted to thin this tree canopy and let in more 
light, but disagreed on the means  Image: http://www.ohnoyoudont.net/

Figure 27. Pollarded London Planes

Below: The park’s trees had been intended for the type of pruning depicted 
below  After time, however, this became difficult to retroactively enforce on 
mature trees  Image: http://www.aranya.co.uk/planes/text/usage.html

Figure 28. Occidental Mall, 2010

Above: With its visual similarities, Occidental Avenue is seen by many to be 
an extension of the park  Benches and trees have been removed here as well  
Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/mixtapes_on_phonographs/5092610216/

Figure 29. Trees in the Park, Before and After

Below: Aerial views from 2005, left, and 2010, right  Images: Mark Griffith, 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/niffgurd/42846237/, and Google Aerial Images

26 Trees in the Park, 1990s26



Figure 30. Pioneer Place Pergola, 1910

Above: The original pergola in Pioneer Square, which the Occidental Park 
pergola intentionally mirrors  Image: Seattle Municipal Archives, http://www.
flickr.com/photos/seattlemunicipalarchives/3441568843/

Figure 31. Pergola Rendering, 1970

Below: Jones & Jones rendering of the pergola as the center of energy in 
the new park  Image: Jones & Jones, Design Programs for Pioneer Place and 
Occidental Parks with Recommendations for an Open Space System in the 
Pioneer Square Historic District, p. 21

Figure 32. Original Pergola, 1980s

Above: The original Occidental Park pergola, before modifications  Image: 
Stephen Cysewski, http://www.cysewski.com/seattleweb/pioneersqr/index.html

Figure 33. Operation Homestead Sleep-out, 1992

Below: An organized campout protesting the removal of benches  Image: 
Seattle Times, “Pergola in Square May Yet Survive”, January 29, 1992.

27Pioneer Place Pergola, 1910 27



Power Structure: Decisional Power

Figure 34. Pergola and Historic Panels, 2004

Above: The pergola’s benches were removed in 1992  Interpretive signs 
were installed in an incremental community effort  Image: Stephen P. 
Johnson, http://www.flickr.com/photos/steffer/73662311/

Figure 35. Information Kiosk, 2008

Below: The information kiosk that eventually replaced the pergola  Image: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/javacolleen/2230132900/

Figure 36. Park Programming Today

Top: A typical June day in 2007  Image: Steve Bowles, http://www.flickr.com/
photos/stevenbowles/3165041200/

Middle: Community-sponsored market, 2010 grand opening  Image: http://
laundryfaerie.blogspot.com/2010/07/seattle-square.html

Bottom: City-sponsored lunchtime concerts, 2010  Image: http://www.flickr.
com/photos/downtownseattle/4817989553/

28 Pergola and Historic Panels, 200428



Part 3: A History of Occidental 
Square

In Occidental Square, businesspeople, pigeons, 

tourists, shoppers, and wanderers “coexist surprisingly well,” 

remarks a guide book to Seattle’s parks 26 The guide book 

rosily describes boutique shops and cafés surrounding a tree-

lined park that hosts rallies and events  Of course, if that were 

the entire story, this would be a boring thesis indeed 

1850–1950: Early Pioneer Square

In the 1850s, Pioneer Square was the rowdy center of 

a young logging town, a man’s town of fifteen men to every 

woman  This transient, working-class male culture shaped the 

neighborhood, with frequent clashes over labor  and moral 

values 27 Seattle’s Salvation Army movement was born in 

1887 at the northern side of what is now Occidental Square, 

in the basement of the Northern Bar (Figure 13) 28

After the Great Fire of 1889, the Seattle Post-

Intelligencer proclaimed that Pioneer Square need “never 

26. Morgan, Enjoying Seattle’s Parks, 129.

27. Garfield, “Introduction,” 3.

28. Morgan, Enjoying Seattle’s Parks, 130; Sherwood, “Sherwood History 
Files: Occidental Square,” 3.

again … be used for despicable purposes ”29 Property owners 

quickly replaced the neighborhood’s destroyed buildings 

with brick and stone architecture  Pioneer Square blossomed 

into the civic and economic hub of a growing metropolis, 

already among the 25 largest cities in the United States 

During these boom years, Pioneer Square hosted the 

1893 arrival of the transcontinental railroad and the 1897 

Klondike gold rush  The site of Occidental Square was flanked 

by hotels—prominently, the Grand Central Hotel to the west 

and the Tourist Hotel across the street to the east 

Although posh hotels and banks dotted the 

neighborhood, the boardinghouses and brothels remained  

Just north of the Tourist Hotel, across from the site of 

Occidental Square, the vaudeville Lyric Theatre (Figure 14) 

was by 1907 “the only place in town where one could … 

be in a theater and a bordello at the same time ”30 As Pioneer 

Square entered the 20th century’s Progressive Era, the 

neighborhood had become a center of heated social reform 31

Despite the reformist atmosphere, Pioneer Square 

slowly faded in the city’s consciousness  Seattle’s businesses 

moved north, residences moved east, and industries moved 

south onto reclaimed tide flats 32 The neighborhood’s aging 

29. Andrews, Pioneer Square, 45.

30. Andrews, “Left Bank,” 145.

31. Link, “Preservation and the Era of Civic Revival,” 100.

32. Andrews, Pioneer Square, 106.
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A History of Occidental Square: 1960s: Pioneer Square’s Romance Rekindled

buildings became refuges for Great Depression victims in 

1929 33

By the 1930s, the northeast corner of present-day 

Occidental Square had become known as Free Speech 

Corner, where anyone could pontificate upon a soapbox, 

drawing their crowds from patrons of the Lyric Theatre or 

the neighborhood’s cheap food bars  By the 1940s, though, 

both Free Speech Corner and the Lyric Theatre had faded into 

inconsequence 34

33. Sherwood, “Sherwood History Files: Occidental Square,” 4.

34. Andrews, “Left Bank,” 149.

Many of the missions that had been established during 

the Progressive Era persist to this day  As landowners, they 

are seen as permanent entities in the neighborhood 35 In 

the present day, this creates a rich dialogue indeed over the 

fate of Occidental Square, from which the homeless and the 

down-and-out are not expected to ever disappear 

Landscape architect Laurie Olin—then a graduate 

student in sociology—would later note that it was “not 

for lack of tenants” that the many neighborhood buildings 

demolished after the 1949 earthquake would be replaced by 

parking lots 36 For a few decades, the city’s old center was 

simply dismissed by Seattle’s leaders 

1960s: Pioneer Square’s Romance Rekindled

In 1954, publicist and former newspaper columnist 

Bill Speidel began investigating possibilities for restoring 

Pioneer Square 37 In 1962, to coincide with the Seattle 

World’s Fair, architect Victor Steinbrueck published his Seattle 

Cityscape sketchbook, which touted Pioneer Square’s “rich 

and flavorsome old buildings” and advocated “sympathetic 

35. Pioneer Square Revitalization Committee, “Pioneer Square 2015: A 
Strategy for Seattle’s First Neighborhood.”

36. Andrews, Pioneer Square, 138.

37. Seattle Underground Tour, “A Little History.”

“when we arrived to start our 
office, pioneer square seemed 
to belong to the drifters and 
down-and-out alcoholics. at 
night, the suburbanites went 
slumming there.” 
 
— grant jones

30



restoration”  That same year, the demolition of the old 

Occidental Hotel to make way for a parking garage raised 

significant alarm among a community of architects, artists, 

and other preservationists 

In 1963, architect Ralph Anderson rehabilitated 

“a 50-cent-a-night flophouse”38 at First and Jackson and 

housed Allen Salsbury’s interior-design showroom there  The 

architect then followed in 1965 by restoring the Union Trust 

Building, just south of what is now Occidental Square 39

In 1966, John Graham & Co , Mayor Dorm Braman, 

and the Central Association—now the Downtown Seattle 

Association—unveiled an urban renewal plan  The vision for 

the neighborhood would dislocate existing residents and 

replace large chunks of Pioneer Square with “super-blocks” 

and parking garages  The plan, they said, would “provide 

needed expansion area for the downtown[,] prevent the 

further spread of blight with the resultant decline in property 

values and loss of tax revenues[,] and…assure existing 

development that blighted conditions will be removed ”40

Anderson and gallery owner Richard White rallied 

the neighborhood’s resident artisans and activists in protest, 

while Steinbrueck and the Allied Arts of Seattle led the larger 

38. Green, “Ralph D. Anderson, architect called ‘father of Pioneer Square,’ 
dies at 86.”

39. Elenga and Seattle Architecture Foundation, Seattle architecture, 32.

40. University of Washington Institute for Economic Research, Renovating 
Decaying Urban Areas, 3-23.

movement to preserve the neighborhood 41 In 1970, the new 

Pioneer Square Historic Preservation District was formed 

That same year, a fire demolished the Ozark Hotel just 

north of downtown Seattle  The strict new fire codes enacted 

following the incident closed almost all of the Skid Road’s 

boardinghouses, displacing many residents and day laborers 

into the streets of Pioneer Square 42

Early champions of Pioneer Square, including Seattle 

Underground Tour founder Bill Speidel43 and Occidental Park 

designers Grant and Ilze Jones, were greatly sympathetic to 

this homeless community  In Grant Jones’s words:

In 1969, when we arrived…to start our 

office…the neighborhood seemed to belong 

during the day to the single, retired, and 

occasionally employed men living in a half-

dozen venerable hotels built in the 1890s 

during the Alaska Gold Rush…  It seemed 

to belong to the drifters and down-and-out 

alcoholics attracted to the three church-

sponsored missions; a couple dozen local 

drunks who took up daytime residence in its 

41. Crowley and Dorpat, National trust guide, Seattle, 35.

42. Andrews, Pioneer Square, 138.

43. Watson, “Occidental Park’s Young Toughs Need To Get The Bum’s 
Rush.”
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five taverns; and a few adventurous architects, 

gallery owners, arts advocacy groups, and 

designers seeking cheap space in quality 

buildings  It seemed to belong to the American 

Indians…who, in spite of being repeatedly 

displaced, wouldn’t go away  At night, the 

suburbanites went slumming there 44

1970: The Birth of a Park

The year 1970 proved to be a pivotal one  As Pioneer 

Square found its place on the National Historic Register, 

Anderson was also proposing that the City develop the site 

of Occidental Square into a public park  He partnered the 

following year with investor Alan Black and gallery owner 

Richard White to purchase and rehabilitate the Squire-

Latimer Building, home to the old Grand Central Hotel 

and adjacent to the future park 45 By that time, Jean Claire 

Salsbury had already begun organizing a fund for trees 

along Occidental Avenue  Soon after, in the same year, the 

City hired Jones & Jones to design an open space plan for 

44. Jones and Jones, Grant R., “The Genesis of a Threatened Landmark,” 
176.

45. Link, “Preservation and the Era of Civic Revival,” 190.

the neighborhood, including Occidental Square and Pioneer 

Place parks 46

The events of the next few years point to a heady time 

for Pioneer Square’s small group of elite architects, whose 

visions were well supported and, in the case of Jones & 

Jones’s open space plan, well funded by the City 

With a series of bond initiatives called Forward Thrust 

that funded $118 million in support of the Department 

of Parks and Recreation,47 the City was able to purchase 

an asphalt parking lot, tavern, café, and shop in order to 

develop Occidental Square and to secure the success of 

Anderson’s Grand Central on the Park renovation project  The 

architectural renovation of Grand Central was completed in 

1972, and not without controversy, as the renovation effort 

had displaced the building’s existing low-income residents 48

Preservationists such as Victor Steinbrueck voiced the 

need to continue accommodating the poor in Pioneer Square  

Though even partial gentrification was not in the original 

plans of these renewal pioneers,49 evolving community 

power structure hints at the mechanism by which initial rosy 

intentions slowly faded 

46. Ibid., 156.

47. Jones, Seattle, 228.

48. Link, “Preservation and the Era of Civic Revival,” 191.

49. Ibid.
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Ilze Jones envisioned Occidental and Pioneer Square 

parks as centers for community life, linked with the 

neighborhood via tree-lined streets—a “green scaffold” 

around which a pedestrian-oriented district would grow 

(Figure 16) 50 The siting for Occidental Park seemed natural, 

given the character of the neighborhood at the time  As the 

designers described the strip of Occidental Avenue adjacent 

to the park, now called Occidental Mall:

Occidental Avenue between Jackson and Main 

is more a “place” than a street…  [It] is a point 

of current social activity identified with…

music and dance performances, street dancing, 

auctions, and joint gallery openings, as well as a 

high degree of daily use due to the attraction of 

Seattle’s only sidewalk cafe 51

The designers also proposed to turn First Avenue 

South into a flower-lined boulevard  After some conflict with 

farmers south of the city, who had been using that street as 

50. Jones and Jones, Grant R., “The Genesis of a Threatened Landmark,” 
176.

51. City of Seattle, Design Programs for Pioneer Place and Occidental Parks 
with Recommendations for an Open Space System in the Pioneer 
Square Historic District, 11, 14.

an arterial to Pike Place Market, the project was allowed to 

proceed 52

By 1973, the City had purchased the City Loan 

Building adjacent to the Grand Central, in its only 

experiment in stimulating development by buying buildings, 

preparing them for restoration, and reselling them  The 

building sold in 197453 to be developed into Francois Kissel’s 

City Loan Pavilion restaurant in 1975, one of the more than 

thirty neighborhood restaurants to open in 1969–1975  

The restaurant’s dining room was a greenhouse, with a glass 

atrium that protruded into the new park 54

52. Link, “Preservation and the Era of Civic Revival,” 156.

53. City of Seattle Department of Community Development, Pioneer Square, 
2.

54. Andrews, “Left Bank,” 158.

“this park will become the 
future core of a revitalized 
skid road. it will be a meeting 
place, an agora, a public 
forum.” 
 
— jones & jones, 1971
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The concurrent development of Occidental Park 

and Grand Central, the relocation of farmers’ truck routes, 

and the City’s experiment with the City Loan Pavilion all 

testify to the alignment between designers’ visions and the 

City’s visions for future growth  Indeed, often the designers 

themselves were developers  In 1974, Grant and Ilze Jones 

purchased the Travelers Hotel “to preserve the Pioneer 

Square housing for low income and elderly people on the 

Skid Road”  Six years later, many of the building’s tenants 

had moved away, and the couple redeveloped the 120-unit 

building into the eight-unit Post Mews, the neighborhood’s 

first upscale condominium 55

This unified vision for adding more middle- and 

upper-class residents to the neighborhood was formalized in 

the 1974 Pioneer Square Historic District Plan 56

It’s important to understand the critical role that 

Occidental Square played in the City’s visions for the Pioneer 

Square neighborhood  Between 1970 and 1976, $701,000—

a third of the total Pioneer Square improvement budget—

was invested in Occidental Square alone  Including the 

vacation of two blocks of Occidental Avenue and the City’s 

purchase of the City Loan Pavilion, over half of the $2 1 

55. Andrews, Pioneer Square, 138.

56. Rice, Mayor’s Recommended Pioneer Square Plan Update, 1.

million in public funding for Pioneer Square’s revitalization 

had been channeled into the Occidental Park vision 57

1971: Original Park Design

As Grant Jones & Associates had envisioned Occidental 

Park in their original open space plan:

This park will become the future core of a 

revitalized Skid Road…  [It] will be a courtyard 

and marketplace, on the scale of a major 

public square—a meeting place, an agora, a 

public forum  It must accommodate a range of 

functions and opportunities from the active to 

the passive and contemplative—a congregating 

place to listen to a speaker, to music, to see an 

outdoor art show, to browse and buy the wares 

of a craftsman, to meet your congressman, to 

eat your lunch, to take a nap 58

57. City of Seattle Department of Community Development, Pioneer Square, 
3.

58. City of Seattle, Design Programs for Pioneer Place and Occidental Parks 
with Recommendations for an Open Space System in the Pioneer 
Square Historic District, 18.
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The park’s design was intended to provide screens, 

in the form of trees, to eliminate the “visual blight” of 

surrounding parking uses (Figure 15) 

Jones & Jones had proposed calling the park Skid Road 

Park, in recognition of the history of the neighborhood 59 

Indeed, the park’s design team found significant inspiration 

in historic Seattle  As the they would later explain, “the whole 

energy of the place would come from a new glass-roofed 

pergola and its stepped platform from which cobblestones 

would unwind into radiating intersections of street-tree 

allées ”

This pergola had been designed to evoke the glass 

pergola structure at Pioneer Square, once a busy streetcar 

stop during the neighborhood’s heyday (Figure 30) 60 

Occidental Square was built on a budget, but Jones & Jones 

designed the pergola so that it could be retrofitted with 

electrical and plumbing lines later 61

Beneath the pergola and lining the park, benches were 

designed with a nod to the sojourning traveler  The hooped 

armrests of these signature benches could accommodate 

bedrolls and weather protection as necessary (Figure 22) 62 

59. Ibid., 20.

60. Jones and Jones, Grant R., “The Genesis of a Threatened Landmark,” 
174.

61. Brigman and Tracy, “Occidental Park Appeal: Notice to the Hearing 
Examiner,” 2.

62. LaPierre, interview.

These benches capped off a design that had been created in 

dialogue with the Historic District Review Board, the Skid 

Road Community Council, the Pioneer Square Association, 

and Allied Arts 63

Both the pergola and benches would later become 

prominent points of contention  In the 1980s, romanticism 

regarding the transient community faded  In that new 

environment, the pergola and benches seemed to create a 

space that only simplified drug dealing and complicated law 

enforcement 

The unwinding cobblestones referenced by Jones 

& Jones had been rescued from neighboring side streets, 

which were being paved over at the time of the park’s 

birth  Depending on whom you ask, those cobblestones 

had originally either served as ballast from ships returning 

from Douglas fir deliveries to Boston, or had simply been 

sandstone street pavers quarried from nearby Enumclaw 64 

These cobblestones would later fall victim to side effects 

from the low-budget initial construction: the filled-in 

subgrade hadn’t been sufficiently compacted (Figure 23), 

and differential settlement eventually created a pockmarked 

walking surface inaccessible to wheelchairs and high heels  

63. Seattle Model City Program, Pioneer Square Upgrading; Project Work 
Program, 5.

64. Jones and Jones, Grant R., “The Genesis of a Threatened Landmark,” 
174.
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By the time the repaving project found a matching budget, 

the trees in the park had matured to the point that re-

compaction was not possible 

The designers used London plane trees to reference 

the neighborhood’s industrial nature  Such trees had thrived 

in London’s air during the industrial revolution, and the 

designers expected them to “bring nature into the city at a 

monumental scale ”65 Though the designers had intended 

them for a regular form of pruning called pollarding (Figure 

27), that maintenance was never regularly enforced, and the 

quickly growing canopy thickened and created what many 

65. Ibid.; LaPierre, interview.

park users would later describe as shaded corners that they 

were afraid to traverse (Figure 26)   

Finally, the park was intended to have “four walls”—

buildings on all sides (Figure 17)  Much to the vexation 

of the park’s supporters, the park has now entered its fifth 

decade with two stubborn parking lots on its eastern edge 66

1977: Promising Growth Slows

Through 1977, Occidental Square seemed to live 

up to its vision  Merchants regularly plied the park 67 There 

were temporary art projects, fairs, picnics, and exhibits, all 

coordinated by a paid events coordinator on the City staff 68 

February 1977 saw the neighborhood’s first Fat Tuesday 

festival, organized by two local taverns and held in a tent in 

the park  Outgoing mayor Wes Uhlman wrote in May:

Few accomplishments of the past seven and 

a half years evoke the pride and satisfaction I 

experience today as I walk through the Pioneer 

Square district  There we have seen new life 

66. Pioneer Square Planning Committee and Pioneer Square Community 
Council, 1998 Pioneer Square Plan, 3.

67. Jones and Jones, Grant R., “The Genesis of a Threatened Landmark.”

68. “A Chronology of Occidental Park 1972 - 1992,” 1.

“few accomplishments evoke 
the pride and satisfaction i 
experience today as i walk 
through the pioneer square 
district.” 
 
— wes uhlman, 1977
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brought forth from what had become old and 

decayed…  Together we have realized that the 

commitment to a healthy, diverse, and vigorous 

downtown is good business for us all 69

A budget was in place to further extend the reach 

of Occidental Mall  But later that year, the new Royer 

administration dropped the park’s events coordinator  

Subsequent tightening of park budgets and policies restricted 

further events for some time 70

The neighborhood’s anticipated rise from the ashes 

had further met with a formidable barrier in the 1976 

opening of the Kingdome  Consequent traffic congestion, 

coupled with a lack of parking, alienated many patrons of the 

neighborhood’s new restaurants and art galleries,71 eventually 

causing the closure of many restaurants 72

As businesses in the neighborhood struggled, some 

of the park’s neighboring retailers, nervous and resenting 

competition from a public space, successfully lobbied to 

remove the sidewalk vendors from the park 73

69. City of Seattle Department of Community Development, Pioneer Square, 
ii.

70. “A Chronology of Occidental Park 1972 - 1992,” 1.

71. City of Seattle Department of Community Development, Pioneer Square, 
8.

72. Andrews, “Left Bank,” 159.

73. Scigliano, “Parkicide.”

1980: Souring Attitudes toward the Homeless

A 1974 economic study of Pioneer Square takes a 

sympathetic tone toward the neighborhood’s down-and-out:

It is small wonder a skid road resident becomes 

apathetic and resigned…  The groups of 

“helping professionals” especially the “design 

professionals” and the “human services 

professionals” even with good intentions 

[sic], can further the sense of incompetence of 

Pioneer Square residents… 

The increased number of parks in the area [is] 

increasing opportunities for residents to meet 

people they know in public places where they 

are not obliged to buy something, be treated, or 

social-worked… 74

By 1980, however, sympathy for the homeless was 

already giving way to apprehension  The Committee to 

Assess the Feasibility of Establishing Economic Development 

Guidelines and Regulations (CAFE EDGAR) reported 

concern that “this population is getting younger, more 

74. University of Washington Institute for Economic Research, Renovating 
Decaying Urban Areas, 9-15.
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troubled, and more aggressive ” Developers Alan Black and 

Earl Seaman blamed new 1977 laws decriminalizing public 

drunkenness,75 while director David Long` 

 of the Downtown Emergency Service Center pointed to 

deinstitutionalization resulting from State budget cuts  

He confirmed that the Skid Road population had changed 

rapidly between 1978 and 1981, with the new, younger 

population consisting of more women and many more 

mentally ill 76  Finding a wide concentration of low-income 

people “incompatible with viable economic development”, 

the report recommended opposing new low-income housing 

and services in the neighborhood 77

1981: Neighborhood Associations Collaborate

In 1981, the Pioneer Square Association (PSA), 

Historic Seattle, Pioneer Square Preservation Board (PSPB), 

property owners, and others lobbied for a Business 

Improvement Area (BIA) to raise money for maintenance 

in the neighborhood  The BIA was established in 1983, and 

spent half of its budget hiring a maintenance and security 

75. Committee to Assess the Feasibility of Establishing Economic 
Development Guidelines and Regulations, CAFE EDGAR, 10.

76. Ibid., 16.

77. Ibid., 4.

man for Occidental and Pioneer Parks  Necessary repairs were 

supplemented with part-time help 

In 1984, the BIA and Pioneer Square Association 

were able to raise enough funds to revive some park 

programming, including a Fire Festival, Music in the Park, 

and an annual Tree Lighting Ceremony  The BIA continued 

to spend most of its funds on maintenance and repairs, as 

the park’s social and public safety problems continued to 

increase in the ensuing years 78

1985: First Redesign Effort

In 1985, Mayor Royer convened a committee to 

address perceived issues of park lighting, safety, social 

service, and use  The committee recommended a study for 

redesigning Occidental Square  Surveys were distributed and 

public meetings held, resulting in a list for improvement: 

more seating, more lighting, altering the benches and 

pergola, thinning the trees, fixing the cobbles, fixing the 

fountain, adding colorful flowers, increasing maintenance, 

and re-examining restrictive policies to allow vendors back 

78. “A Chronology of Occidental Park 1972 - 1992,” 1.
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on the park 79 These very suggestions, more or less, became 

the topic of debate for the next two decades 

The park underwent some significant changes 

between 1985 and 1988  In 1985, the City increased the 

wattage of the park’s lights and replaced a “mud patch” at the 

north end of the park with grass sod  The PSPB approved the 

immediate removal of 12 trees and the future removal of 6 

trees 

Although community consultation on public spaces 

did not characterize the original park design, the growing 

expectation for such consultation could be seen in at least 

one letter from a community member, who complained 

about the lack of notice regarding these recent changes 80

In 1986, some benches were removed from 

Occidental Mall “in the middle of the night”  Some pointed 

fingers at local business owners 81 The City later officially 

removed the remaining benches from Occidental Mall 

in response to growing complaints about their usage  In 

Occidental Square, garbage cans were ordered, trees removed 

and pruned, and 33 plastic movable chairs added  After 

denying the BIA and PSA’s application for a park maintenance 

budget, the City took over maintenance altogether  Under 

City funding, more police were added to the park  The City 

79. Ibid.

80. Ibid.

81. Scigliano, “Parkicide.”

further leveled three areas of cobblestones, installed four 

totem poles from the Richard White Totem Collection, and 

added planters 82

1988: Neighborhood Crisis

As construction on the park was drawing to a close 

in 1988, Pioneer Square witnessed two murders and seven 

rapes within a six-month period  These events greatly 

changed the tone of neighborhood dialogue, sending off 

alarm bells on the declining state of the neighborhood 

In 1989, the neighborhood convened an 

Intergovernmental Summit with leaders from other cities  

As several of the recent crimes had been perpetrated by 

inmates from a neighborhood work-release center, the 

Summit reiterated CAFE EDGAR’s recommendations for a 

moratorium on further social services in Pioneer Square, 

declaring an “overconcentration” of such services  Though 

the community continued to emphasize the importance 

of working alongside existing social services to improve 

the neighborhood for all residents—over the years the 

community would help fund the Union Hotel’s renovations 

82. “A Chronology of Occidental Park 1972 - 1992,” 1.
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and the Compass Center’s relocation—it would also continue 

to uphold this moratorium to the present day 83

Second Redesign Effort: Disagreements Emerge

The community went back to the drawing board 

to see what else it could change in the park, in hopes of 

improving the safety of the neighborhood in general  The 

Summit revisited the many design suggestions made by 

Royer’s task force that had not yet been implemented: “The 

community has stated repeatedly that to lessen the impact 

of the lawless behavior in the park, changes should be made 

in the seating arrangement and the pergola ”84 However, this 

stance on park design, oriented toward crime prevention 

through environmental design, was not unanimously shared 

by the Summit’s own Visions Committee 

The Visions Committee, chaired by architect Jim 

Olson, included Grant and Ilze Jones  Created under the 

Summit, the committee would continue to serve as a 

planning and design advocate for the community under the 

umbrella of the Pioneer Square Community Council (PSCC), 

chaired in turns by architects and 4Culture staff members 

through 2006  At its peak of activity, the committee would 

83. Carl, interview.

84. Pioneer Square Intergovernmental Summit Conference and Pioneer 
Square Community Council, Citizen Master Plan, 13.

claim 120 members, with meeting sign-up sheets regularly 

listing 50 attendees from different interest groups 85

The year 1989 also marked the start of increasingly 

vocal disagreements within the park’s community over 

how best to improve the park’s image  Even the City’s own 

decisions on the matter contradicted each other  In 1989, 

for instance, the Preservation Board, under the newly 

formed Department of Neighborhoods, provided temporary 

approval for the removal of some benches in Occidental 

Square 86 Those benches were not removed by DPR in the 

allotted time frame, and the following year, that same 

Preservation Board’s Pioneer Square Plan Update directed its 

design recommendations toward maintaining the “current 

character” of Occidental Square and establishing the Jones 

& Jones hooped bench design as the standard, to be used 

“wherever benches are proposed” in the neighborhood 87 In 

1992, a renewal application to remove those benches would 

be denied 

In addition to the Summit’s new Visions Committee 

and the PSPB, a third City-sponsored entity was also making 

its mark on Occidental Park’s design trajectory  In 1991, a 

nine-member citizen committee was formed in response to 

the Summit’s proposals  Funded by the City of Seattle and 

85. Carl, interview.

86. Pioneer Square Preservation Board, Meeting Minutes, 18 Jan 1989.

87. Rice, Mayor’s Recommended Pioneer Square Plan Update, 93.
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led, after an extensive selection process, by design consulting 

firm EDAW, the committee distributed over 500 public 

surveys and interviewed 50 people, including some homeless 

residents  Three public meetings resulted in the “Occidental 

Square Draft Design Guidelines”, which echoed the 

Summit’s recommendations for larger-scale design change 

and contradicted the PSPB’s Neighborhood Plan Update 

proposals  Among its suggestions was making good on the 

removal of the six additional trees that had been earmarked 

for removal by the Preservation Board in 1985 88 In 1992, 

this removal, together with the benches, was denied by the 

PSPB 

The Homeless Issue

By this time, public attitudes toward the park’s 

homeless had reached antagonistic levels  Emmett Watson, 

a columnist for The Seattle Post-Intelligencer and self-

pronounced liberal, had previously been significantly 

influenced by Bill Speidel’s spare-a-quarter sympathy for the 

homeless, but in 1991 publicly declared his own about-face  

Though at one time he had used his column to advocate for 

the homeless—“What happens to them when gentrification 

sets in?”—he finally declared that Occidental Park had “long 

88. Clawson, “Application for Certificate of Approval: Proposal to Remove 
Six Trees.”

ago been almost lost to ordinary people,” and that the new 

“derelicts” were different from those before:

These are a different type, often young, 

arrogant, bold, obscene, aggressive and 

threatening…not your stereotype winos, 

beggars and drifters  The older kind were here 

before Pioneer Square got gentrified…  So to 

hell with my knee-jerk liberalism  I don’t care 

where they go, but get ’em out of here  I don’t 

care what happens to them  89

His change in attitude was met with triumphant 

crowing from some in the community, one who declared 

that Watson’s “liberal birds [had] finally come home to 

roost” 90

Support for Park Changes

Restaurant owner Tina Bueche, who had recently taken 

up residence in the neighborhood to care for her wheelchair-

bound sister,91 began her five-year presidency of the PSCC in 

1991  That year, she initiated two petition efforts to improve 

89. Watson, “Occidental Park’s Young Toughs Need To Get The Bum’s 
Rush.”

90. Stoner, “You Asked For It -- Emmett Watson’s Liberal Birds Have Come 
Home To Roost.”

91. Carl, interview.
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the park  The first, signed by “merchants, residents, tourists, 

homeless[,] and police”,92 supported a nighttime closure, 

thereby “interrupting the negative behavior patterns which 

have been established in the park”  93 The second petition 

supported the urgent removal of the park’s cobblestones, 

pergola, and permanent benches 94 The Department of 

Neighborhoods archive of this petition lists nearly 1000 

signatures 

During Bueche’s leadership, the Visions Committee 

continued to serve as the neighborhood’s planning group  

That they sometimes diverged in opinion from Bueche, 

resulted in mixed messages to outside observers over what 

the “community” wanted to do with Occidental Square 

92. Bueche, “So Far, No Response From The City.”

93. Watson, “Occidental Park’s Young Toughs Need To Get The Bum’s 
Rush.”

94. Ibid.

Protests against Park Changes

In opposition to the proposed park changes, then-

architect Peter Steinbrueck, son of Victor Steinbrueck, quickly 

organized a Parks for People committee, which included 

prominent landscape architect and family friend Rich Haag, 

as well as Grant and Ilze Jones 95 This committee protested 

the removal of the pergola, benches, and trees 

A group called Operation Homestead also wrote 

the City with a counter-proposal: a publicly funded sleep 

camp in the park 96 To protest the eventual modifications to 

the pergola, Operation Homestead ultimately organized a 

campout on its condemned benches (Figure 33)  

To highlight the controversy, the Department 

of Neighborhoods keeps on file a stack of letters from 

community members on both sides of nearly every issue 

raised in this redesign stage 97 Many address DON Director 

Jim Diers directly, attesting to the presence that his new 

department held at the time 

The Final Decision

Steinbrueck and Bueche worked out a compromise 

in January 1992: only the base of the pergola would be 

95. Lilly, “Pergola In Square May Yet Survive.”

96. Operation Homestead, “Proposal for a Safe Place to Sleep.”

97. Rice, June 18, 1992.

“they don’t want us here.” 
 
— homeless man, 1992
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removed, and the benches at the park’s southern edge, lining 

the Waterfront Trolley stop, would remain 98

The City voted to fund several of these improvements, 

including the removal of benches under the pergola, in 

1992 99 Park officials began negotiating with homeless 

advocates for a consensus to move benches at the north edge 

of the park to its eastern edge, in order to keep the transients 

away from the street  Progress was slow 100

In May of 1992, the Preservation Board held a lengthy 

public hearing on the DPR renewal application for tree and 

bench removal  The Board listened as business owners and 

other members of the BIA supported DPR’s proposal, voicing 

frustration with dirty alleyways and growing retail vacancies  

Residents generally supported a more incremental approach 

over DPR’s proposal, such as experimental pruning and 

adding movable chairs without replacing existing seating  

Most homeless advocates opposed bench removal, with 

one representative from the Downtown Emergency Service 

Center—whose clients would later be employed by the PSCC 

in park-cleaning efforts—supporting the changes 101

98. Lilly, “Pergola In Square May Yet Survive.”

99. Goldberg, interview.

100. Shatzkin, “Benches Are Vandalized -- Seats Symbolize Controversy 
Over Occidental Park Homeless.”

101. Pioneer Square Preservation Board, Meeting Minutes, 6 May 1992.

Though these benches and trees had been temporarily 

approved for removal in past PSPB decisions, the Board 

ultimately voted down DPR’s application, in favor of further 

experimentation with maintenance pruning  Many board 

members also took the position that changing the park 

would not solve what was fundamentally a problem of police 

underfunding 102

Following this decision, the wooden slats on eight 

benches along the park’s northern edge were axed and 

removed in the middle of the night  Steinbrueck and 

102. Ibid.

“there is no movement to 
kick the homeless out. this is 
agreed upon, as long as they 
stay within certain behavior 
patterns.” 
 
— tina bueche, 1992
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others again pointed fingers at neighborhood business 

owners 103 Some of the park’s homeless users took the 

gesture personally: “They don’t want us here,” said one  

DPR superintendent Holly Miller promised to replace the 

vandalized benches with those that had been removed from 

the base of the pergola 104

Even during this divisive process, most community 

members agreed that the park needed to change somewhere  

One design change that garnered wider support involved 

replacing the cobbles with a smoother surface  Such 

replacement would have cost at least $550,000, however, 

in a redesign budget of only $125,000  Even laying narrow, 

smooth pathways amid the cobbles was beyond that 

budget 105 Due to a lack of funding, and the stance of the 

Preservation Board, the majority of suggested changes again 

remained unimplemented 

1992: Activating the Park, First Push

Giving up on an extensive redesign, Bueche and the 

PSCC formed an Occidental Park Management Committee to 

103. Shatzkin, “Benches Are Vandalized -- Seats Symbolize Controversy 
Over Occidental Park Homeless.”

104. Ibid.

105. Scigliano, “Parkicide.”

encourage vending and programming, attempting to “change 

the park” with more activity  Together with the BIA and the 

Preservation Committee, they promoted a daily market, open 

from 11:30am to 6pm, with vendors selling food, arts and 

crafts, and cassette tapes 106 “We are putting a balance in the 

park,” Bueche would explain  “We now have a broader mix 

of people, with a lot more positive activity ”107

“There is no movement to kick the homeless out,” 

Bueche said  “This is agreed upon, as long as they stay within 

certain behavior patterns ”108 Indeed, though five of the six 

vendors at the daily market were existing Pioneer Square 

retailers, one booth was manned by the Hispanic Labor 

Force, a group organized by formerly unemployed Latino 

immigrants after the Latino population at the Downtown 

Emergency Service Center tripled in size in a single year 109 

After sweeping the neighborhood’s streets, sidewalks, and 

parks for weeks as a goodwill gesture, the Hispanic Labor 

Force set up the vending stall 110

During this time, Bueche also helped organize 

Community Clean, a collaboration with the Downtown 

106. Carrington, “Homeless Open Up Business In Park -- Hispanic Labor 
Force Now A Going Concern In Occidental Market.”

107. Watson, “A Plan To Breathe New Life Into Pioneer Square.”

108. Ibid.

109. Angelos, “Jobless Latinos Spruce Up Parks - And Their Image.”

110. Carrington, “Homeless Open Up Business In Park -- Hispanic Labor 
Force Now A Going Concern In Occidental Market.”
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Emergency Service Center that employed the homeless for 

$5 an hour to pick up litter and sweep the alleys 111 “The 

thrust,” stated Bueche, “is to hire the homeless  We’ll employ 

homeless people to put the chairs out and take them in at 

night  They’ll also do the clean-up work ”112

Over time, however, these efforts seem to have slowly 

disbanded without much fanfare 

1994: Evolving Neighborhood Demographics

In 1994, landowner Sam Israel died, passing on 

his portfolio of properties to the Samis Land Company to 

manage on behalf of a charity—just in time for the rising 

dot-com bubble  Israel’s staunch recognition of the historical 

“inability of Jewish people to own land”113 elsewhere 

resulted in an adamant buy-and-hold philosophy  This had 

been championed by local artists, as his “benign neglect” 

allowed them to lease lofts cheaply in exchange for clearing 

out the pigeons, fixing the roof, and maintaining the 

buildings 114

111. Angelos, “Street Sleepers Turn Street Sweepers -- Homeless Clean Up 
Their Acts In Pioneer Square.”

112. Watson, “A Plan To Breathe New Life Into Pioneer Square.”

113. Henry, “HistoryLink: Israel, Samuel (1899-1994).”

114. Carl, interview.

As Samis and other landowners responded to the 

demand for affordable start-up office space, Pioneer Square’s 

residential population declined slightly in the 1990s  And 

as the workforce in Pioneer Square grew, so did a sense 

of incompatibility between the neighborhood’s daytime 

population and Occidental Park’s daily users, who were still 

predominantly low-income and transient 115

Prior to 1996, a housing inventory counted 600 

artists’ residences, 30 galleries, and several successful music 

venues 116 Growing concern over the loss of artist space 

resulted in a 1997 report by the neighborhood’s Community 

Development Organization on keeping Pioneer Square “a 

place for artists”:

It is estimated that over 300 artists are working 

in Pioneer Square…  [But the] old run-down 

buildings…are now becoming more attractive 

115. Goldberg, interview.

116. Carl, interview.

 in five years, over 200 artists 
would be displaced.
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to higher paying businesses and residents  This 

is the natural course of events and economic 

improvements will contribute to the greater 

health of the community  If [artists] are seen as 

contributors to the character and ambience of 

the community, then how can their presence be 

maintained?117

Over the next five years, between 1997 and 2002, 

over 200 artists would be displaced, according to later 

estimates from the developers of the Tashiro-Kaplan artist 

lofts 118 A shifting community worldview that placed more 

emphasis on function than on form, compounding the 

effects of rising rents, ultimately left many residential artists 

discouraged and disengaged 119

1998: Park Maintenance Plan

The City of Seattle published a Comprehensive Plan in 

1994 that included Pioneer Square among designated Urban 

Centers, where the City would focus political efforts toward 

117. Pioneer Square Community Development Organization and City of 
Seattle, Pioneer Square, 2.

118. Presti, “Neighborhood Business District Analysis,” 27.

119. Carl, interview; Goldberg, interview.

denser urban living  Following a series of resolutions to 

promote neighborhood-level planning, beginning with the 

1987 Neighborhood Matching Fund, the City Council also 

passed a resolution in 1994 that would provide funding and 

support for individual neighborhoods to create their own 

neighborhood plans 120

To seize this opportunity, the Visions Committee, 

chaired now by Cath Brunner and Renee Tanner, formed 

the Pioneer Square Neighborhood Planning Committee  

Taking lessons from the Kingdome, residents decided to 

work collaboratively with the development team for the new 

Safeco Field,121 whose location south of the Kingdome had 

been selected in 1996 122 At a committee retreat in 1997, 

members agreed that increased housing stock would be the 

top priority for the neighborhood  Improving public spaces 

was significantly lower on the priority list, but was still 

discussed:

We have no public space…   / An [sic] unique 

characteristic to Pioneer Square 

is the ebb and flow… / Between public 

and private space  / This lack of distinction 

120. Seattle City Council, “City of Seattle Resolution No. 29015.”

121. Carl, interview.

122. Seattle Mariners, “Safeco Field Information - History.”
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contributes / To uncivil behaviors and an /

Abdication of ownership of all users 123

Pioneer Square’s neighborhood plan was completed 

in 1998  Three of its “top seven” projects involved new 

development: an “incentive package” for middle-income 

housing; the Kingdome North Lot; and the parking lots east 

of Occidental Park (Figure 18)  The suggestion for these 

parking lots was “to promote positive pedestrian activity 

with additional retail, commercial, parking and residential 

123. Pioneer Square Neighborhood Planning Committee and Falconer 
Group, The Summary of the Pioneer Square Neighborhood Planning 
Committee’s January 1997 Retreat, 5.

uses”  The plan suggested that the neighborhood organizers 

“advocate and coordinate a deal to make this happen” 124

The plan also highlighted Occidental Square and 

Occidental Mall as the first of five critical areas for public 

space improvement  This plan notably did not call for 

large-scale design changes—rather, it only suggested 

increased maintenance 125 The South Downtown Foundation 

formed the following year to distribute $6 1 million to 

neighborhoods impacted by Qwest Field construction  It 

was eyed as a funding source for these maintenance-level 

improvements, beginning with lighting and drainage 126

Following voter approval of the Pro Parks Levy 

in 2000, the City formed the Downtown Parks Strategy 

Committee in 2001 to directly address perceived issues with 

20 of Seattle’s downtown parks 127 For upgrade plans to 

Pioneer Square’s parks, DPR conspicuously overlooked Jones 

& Jones in 2002 in favor of another Pioneer Square landscape 

architecture firm, Otak 128 DPR Superintendent Ken Bounds 

later explained that the original designers would have had 

124. Pioneer Square Planning Committee and Pioneer Square Community 
Council, 1998 Pioneer Square Plan, 3.

125. Ibid., 8.

126. Carl, interview.

127. Bounds, “Letter to Peter Steinbrueck.”

128. Maryman and Umbanhowar, “How Not to Revitalize an Icon,” 52.

 for upgrade plans to pioneer 
square’s parks, the department 
of parks & recreation 
conspicuously overlooked 
jones & jones.
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“very strong feelings … and very strong ownership of the 

design ” 129 

Otak’s Curtis LaPierre attempted to respect the original 

design as much as possible 130 His early meetings with the 

community’s Public Spaces committee included significant 

brainstorming on ways to reuse the cobblestones, or at least 

to repave the park without changing its textural qualities 131 

(Figure 25)

2001: Development Pressures

By 2001, real estate developer Greg Smith had entered 

into a joint venture with family friend Jon Diamond to 

develop the parking lots to the east of Occidental Square 132 

He submitted a preliminary land use application in 2001 133

Under Mayor Greg Nickels, the City of Seattle 

published a Comprehensive Plan in 2003 that declared an 

intention for significantly increased residential density in 

neighborhoods such as Pioneer Square  The ensuing rapid 

development around the city encouraged criticism of the 

129. Ibid., 54.

130. Ibid., 58.

131. Ibid.

132. Smith, interview.

133. City of Seattle Department of Planning and Development, “Permit 
Status, Project #2100898.”

mayor for being “too cozy with developers”134—criticism 

that would impact dialogue over Occidental Square itself 

Visions for updating the park greatly intensified as the 

downtown neighborhoods became a focus for large-scale 

new development 

Consolidation of Neighborhood Groups

Increased development interest added pressure 

on the community to become a more unified entity, in 

order to create a simpler interface for community input 

on development goals 135 As had been often suggested for 

Pioneer Square’s economic growth, beginning with the 

1980 CAFE EDGAR report, the neighborhood’s community 

134. Welch, “Seattle Mayor Greg Nickels’ green agenda wasn’t enough.”

135. Carl, interview.

 rapid development around the 
city encouraged criticism of 
mayor nickels for being “too 
cozy with developers”.
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Downtown Foundation 136 The voluntary position of PSCC 

president gave way to the salaried position of Executive 

Director, and leadership of the new Association was 

perceived to be friendlier to business interests 137 Attendance 

at community meetings reportedly dropped significantly 

following the merger, in the absence of dueling advocacy 

with separate representation 

A New Vision for South Downtown

In February 2003, Smith and five other Pioneer Square 

property owners, collectively called the Major Property 

Owners Group (MPOG), published a dramatic vision for 

South Downtown: 12,000 new housing units for the area, 

primarily in Pioneer Square (Figure 19),138 when by 2008 

the Office of Housing would still only tally 1,200 existing 

units in the neighborhood 139

Between 2002 and 2005, Smith was active in 

attendance at PSCA meetings140  and in promoting the 

vision of the park as a future piazza 141 In discussions with 

the community and with the Preservation Board, Smith 

136. Presti, “Neighborhood Business District Analysis,” 25.

137. Carl, interview.

138. City of Seattle Department of Planning and Development, “South 
Downtown: Background”; Dawdy, “Circling the Square.”

139. Allison, “Seattle’s Pioneer Square Wants You!”.

140. Carl, interview.

141. “Design Detailings: Allied Arts meets on Occidental Park.”

Figure 37. Capital Improvement History

Public funding, with inflation-adjustmented figures  
Neighborhood Matching Fund (NMF) grants contribute up to 
half of the funds needed, as noted  Data sources: 1977 Pioneer 
Square Economic Update; Seattle Neighborhood Matching Fund via 
data.seattle.gov; Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation

Year Improvements Then $ 2011 $ Funding Source

1971 Park construction $701k $3893k Forward Thrust, Model 
City, HUD Open Space

1985 Trash cans; thinned 
trees; chairs

? ?

1990 Chairs; planters $4k $6k NMF, 50%
1992 Pergola modification $125k $200k ?
2000 Historic panels $68k $89k NMF, 15%
2000 Chairs $20k $26k NMF, 50%
2003 Chess tables; bocce 

courts
$22k $27k NMF, 45%

2006 Paving; removed 
trees, benches, 
pergola

$2335k $2604k Pro Parks Levy, stadium 
mitigation, City funds

groups were consolidated in 2001 when the PSCC, BIA, and 

Community Development Organization (CDO) all merged 

into the Pioneer Square Community Association (PSCA) 

As a merged organization, the PSCA was able to use 

the BIA’s resources earned from neighborhood commercial 

assessments  The PSCA further received funding from 

government groups, membership donations, and the South 
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began to solidify a long-sought-after vision for the new 

development—perhaps a café that would open toward the 

park;142 perhaps an architectural design that provided light 

and space in the theme of the park’s soon-to-be-demolished 

glass pergola 143

Smith continued to work closely with the Mayor’s 

office as well, and the press noted his friendship with Deputy 

Mayor Tim Ceis in particular 144  In 2005, the waterfront 

streetcar was seeking a new trolley barn, and Smith made 

plans to house it within his new development 145

The renewed possibility of a development east of 

Occidental Park brightened the spotlight on the park itself  

At the end of 2003, after the developers had already unveiled 

the South Downtown Vision, Otak submitted a Pioneer 

Square Parks Improvements plan to Mayor Greg Nickels for 

review  The mayor responded by requesting a bolder vision, 

sending Otak back to the drawing board 146 

Incremental Community Process

As design deliberations continued at the City level 

among the Mayor’s office, DPR, and Otak, the community 

142. Nashem, interview.

143. Maryman and Umbanhowar, “How Not to Revitalize an Icon,” 60.

144. Brewster, “Developer Greg Smith may run for Seattle mayor.”

145. Young, “The Seattle Times: Local News: Trolley-maintenance barn plan 
on hold; streetcar future unclear.”

146. Bounds, “Letter to Peter Steinbrueck.”

continued to make incremental improvements to the 

park under the organization of the PSCA’s Public Spaces 

Committee  With a Neighborhood Matching Grant, they 

installed interpretive historical signs under the pergola  They 

also installed temporary bocce courts in 2004 147 The Public 

Spaces Committee coordinated these quick projects in order 

to maintain community morale and momentum in what was 

proving to be a lengthy decision process 148

In the City’s Spotlight

With community decisions, park budgets, and 

construction timelines largely finalized in 2004, DPR 

Planner David Goldberg was given a new mandate from 

Mayor Nickels and Deputy Mayor Tim Ceis: to scrap the 

maintenance plan and to do what it would take to revive 

Occidental Square as a well-used public space 149 The Mayor’s 

Office had taken renewed interest in defining the terms of 

success  In contrast to a 1998–1992 process that was largely 

driven by community-level groups, the 2000–2006 effort 

was ultimately driven by a strong City effort to manage the 

conversation and enable substantive changes to the park 

Funding for improvements increased in proportion  

Whereas the 1992 renovation had only a budget of 

147. Maryman and Umbanhowar, “How Not to Revitalize an Icon.”

148. Carl, interview.

149. Goldberg, interview.
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$125,000, this time DPR allotted $894,000 to improvements 

to Occidental Square and Pioneer Place 150 All of this money 

eventually funded Occidental Square improvements, which 

by 2006 had grown to $2 3 million (Figure 37) 151

To help propel the design vision, the City hired 

New York-based Project for Public Spaces (PPS) to provide 

consulting advice for the redesign effort  Fred Kent, president 

of PPS, raised eyebrows with his suggestions, which included 

removing the ivy from the side of the Grand Central 

building, painting the brick, and temporarily placing a piece 

of AstroTurf on the ground to inspire fresh energy about 

the park’s possibilities  “I know this could be heretical,” 

he warned—and it was, though he also echoed many 

conventional design solutions from past planning efforts, 

such as replacing the pergola and removing some trees 152

Still, the community maintained its cohesion; a Parks 

Commissioner noted in September of 2004 that she had 

received surprisingly few letters in protest of tree removal, 

unlike the hundreds she had received in response to plans for 

Gasworks Park 153 This cohesion did not last 

150. Pioneer Square Preservation Board, Meeting Minutes, 15 Jun 2004.

151. City of Seattle, “Occidental Square Park Improvements: Analysis 
and Decision of the Director of the Department of Planning and 
Development,” 2.

152. Murakami, “Radical ideas mulled for Occidental Park.”

153. Board of Park Commissioners, Meeting Minutes, 9 Sep 2004.

The tabloid-sized schematic that Kent gave DPR had 

been transferred to Curtis LaPierre at Otak, who was tasked 

with implementing the schemes  He stalled for time, insisting 

that he first needed an open space master plan from the 

community 154 But by the end of 2004, while Otak’s paving 

experiments were still weathering in a corner of the park,155 

Goldberg was already in the unenviable hot seat, unveiling 

a preliminary version of the new park plan to a Public 

Spaces Committee that was irate over changes made without 

sufficient community dialogue  This new plan came to be 

denounced by many within the community as the “Mayor’s 

Plan” 156

2005: The Lawsuit

Goldberg was quick to point out that the new plan 

shared much in common with the neighborhood plan 157 But 

it was different enough from the community-approved plan: 

154. LaPierre, interview.

155. Board of Park Commissioners, Meeting Minutes, 9 Sep 2004.

156. Brigman and Tracy, “Occidental Park Appeal: Notice to the Hearing 
Examiner,” 1.

157. City of Seattle, “Occidental Square Park Improvements: Analysis 
and Decision of the Director of the Department of Planning and 
Development,” 2.
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in particular, the new plan would remove the pergola and 

additional trees (Figure 20) 

Over eight days in April 2005, the Public Spaces 

Committee gathered nearly 800 signatures requesting 

that the park improvements proceed without removing 

trees or the pergola  The effort ultimately collected 1,000 

signatures 158 Committee members lobbied the Pioneer 

Square Preservation Board to designate the pergola a historic 

structure, but the 2005 Board repudiated its control over the 

park’s design, citing limitations in its mandate 159

The proposed removal of trees notably spurred the 

only lawsuit in the contentious, decades-long community 

process  Bif Brigman, owner of the neighboring Laguna 

Pottery shop, and Elle Tracy, a 21-year resident of Pioneer 

Square, led the lawsuit against the City, citing a  failure to 

conduct a satisfactory environmental impact assessment  

Approximately 14 community members supported the 

lawsuit with significant financial contributions; more 

contributed smaller amounts 160

Over the course of that year, participation in the 

Public Spaces Committee dropped significantly  Committee 

chair Kevin Carl notes that, by the end of the year, most of 

158. Brigman and Tracy, “Occidental Park Appeal: Notice to the Hearing 
Examiner,” 1.

159. Goldberg, interview.

160. Carl, interview.

the community members advocating a more preservationist 

stance had stopped attending meetings 161 From that point 

forward, proponents of park redesign were able to cite full 

community support162 without acknowledging the structural 

changes that had taken place in the consensus-building body 

Though the lawsuit purported to focus on DPR’s 

plans for the trees, it also was used as an avenue for voicing 

frustration over the new direction that the park redesign 

process had taken  “The Mayor’s plan is in violation of the 

1999 City Council approved neighborhood plan,” wrote 

Brigman and Tracy 163 “Those promoting the Mayor’s plan 

for Occidental Park have hijacked this original community 

involvement and claimed it as their own ”164

Brigman and Tracy were given the option to pause 

construction with a $119,000 bond, to cover construction 

delays should the city be acquitted  They were unable to 

produce the funds, and construction proceeded 

Judge John Erlick ultimately ruled against DPR, 

however, and required the City to conduct a study to protect 

the remaining trees  It was a token victory for the plaintiffs, 

as the trees, wrapped in green ribbons by activists in a visual 

161. Ibid.

162. Lewis, “Despite suit, city poised to start renovating Pioneer Square 
park.”

163. Brigman and Tracy, “Occidental Park Appeal: Notice to the Hearing 
Examiner,” 1.

164. Ibid.
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representation of protest, had already been removed 165 The 

judge did not order the trees replaced 166

When Occidental Square re-opened in 2006, the 

park’s new design had incorporated five contentious design 

changes: (1) the replacement of the glass and steel pergola 

with an information kiosk; (2) the replacement of benches 

with movable seating; (3) the redesign of the armrests of 

the remaining benches to prevent sleeping; (4) the removal 

of 17 trees, in comparison to the original maintenance 

plan to remove 12; and (5) the replacement of the original 

cobblestone paving with concrete slabs articulated and 

colored to resemble brick and granite  It also included, at the 

community’s suggestion, permanent bocce courts and a large 

chess grid 167

A DPR staffer heavily involved in the redesign process 

later reflected that it had very possibly been “ruinous”  

Echoing the reflections of Kevin Carl, who had chaired 

the Public Spaces Committee throughout this contentious 

process, the City employee cited the acrimonious decision 

process, coupled with rapidly rising rents in the latter 

half of the decade, as a catalyst for the loss of many of the 

neighborhood’s arts-and-preservation advocates, possibly 

changing the eventual path of the community 

165. “Get Involved.”

166. Kery Murakami, “Judge orders Seattle to protect trees in park.”

167. Chan, “Makeover would serve as park’s wake-up call.”

2010: What Controversy?

Park Programming

Though success of the redesign has never been 

formally studied in a post-occupancy evaluation,168 and 

anecdotal reviews are tinted by the acrimonious process, 

the park has certainly received significant programming and 

maintenance attention from the City since its redesign 

In 2006, DPR established a Downtown Parks and 

Public Spaces Task Force 169 In a step toward adopting 

a new standard of active, programming-oriented park 

168. Maryman and Umbanhowar, “How Not to Revitalize an Icon.”

169. Schoenburg, interview.

“those promoting the mayor’s 
plan for occidental park 
have hijacked this original 
community involvement and 
claimed it as their own.” 
 
— lawsuit, 2005
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management,170 DPR hired Victoria Schoenburg to manage a 

budget of $150,000 to program all 25 downtown parks 171

Schoenburg’s small team now works closely with 

the Alliance for Pioneer Square, alternating annual payroll 

responsibility for the Park Concierge  The Concierge is the 

stage crew to Occidental Square’s scena, setting out furniture, 

tidying up, and setting up for park events  The park’s summer 

activities now include Saturday night salsa dancing, Thursday 

night markets, lunchtime concerts, public art installations, 

performances, and the annual Fire Festival  The space is easy 

to program, reports Schoenburg, due to the design changes 

that had been made (Figure 36) 172

Occidental Square continues to be seen as a 

possible catalyst for neighborhood revitalization  Recent 

neighborhood arrivals Jen Kelly and Don Blakeney have 

established a weekly market in the park, with the stated 

intention “to revitalize a neighborhood coping with the 

economic downturn and the recent departure of Elliott Bay 

Book [Company] ” The bookstore, formerly just around 

the corner from Occidental Square, had been an early retail 

anchor, housed in space owned by Grant and Ilze Jones 173

170. Goldberg, interview.

171. Ibid.

172. Schoenburg, interview.

173. Berger, “How to fill the hole in Pioneer Square’s heart?”.

Lately, park revitalization efforts have been so 

promising that local art galleries have even dared complain 

about an excess of activities during the monthly art walk174— 

quite likely the first complaint about the park’s competing 

vitality that has been heard from neighboring business 

owners in over thirty years  

The Latest Neighborhood Plan

The neighborhood published a new neighborhood 

plan in 2010  The Pioneer Square Revitalization Plan, 

also prompted by the relocation of the Elliott Bay Book 

Company,175 sounds familiar:

174. Kelly, “The Seattle Square.”

175. Johnson, interview.

 summer activities now include 
salsa dancing, night markets, 
lunchtime concerts, and 
public art installations.
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There is a political position among some 

advocacy groups that the expectation of civil 

and hygienic behavior is a violation of some 

imaginary ‘right’  The concept of rights without 

responsibilities violates the basic principles 

which functioning urban life requires 176

The plan supports continued programming and 

maintenance of Occidental Square, with further CPTED to 

combat drug dealing and other illegal activity 

The Pendulum Swings Again

In 2005, the City began investigating height increases 

for South Downtown 177 A community process resulted in a 

recommended uniform height increase to 120 feet 178

Together with other local developers, Greg Smith 

sought a more aggressive increase, up to 180 feet  In 2011, 

City Council voted down the developers’ proposal in favor of 

the originally suggested 120 feet 179

176. Pioneer Square Revitalization Committee, “Pioneer Square 2015: A 
Strategy for Seattle’s First Neighborhood,” 18.

177. City of Seattle Department of Planning and Development, “Final EIS for 
the Livable South Downtown Planning Study,” 2-1.

178. Moon, “Don’t Cave to Pressure for Extra Height in Pioneer Square.”

179. Seattle City Council, “New zoning legislation approved by Seattle City 
Council.”

New Development

At the park’s empty eastern edge, Greg Smith’s 

Urban Visions continues to seek an office tenant for a new 

development  The plans for the trolley barn had fallen 

through after a spot rezoning request for a 130 feet of 

height180 was not approved in enough time to meet the 

market cycle 

Across the alley from that office development, Urban 

Visions partnered in March 2011 with Olson Kundig 

Architects to host a design charrette for an apartment 

building with small, affordable units  As the charrette 

audience—mainly nearby office workers—was unreceptive 

to the very small units, it remains to be seen what will be 

developed on the site, though Urban Visions has declared a 

commitment to adding “eyes” onto Occidental Park 181

In 2011, developer Kevin Daniels initiated the 

participation of the PSCA in the national Main Street 

Program  Under this initiative, the PSCA once again 

reorganized, this time as the Alliance for Pioneer Square, 

co-chaired by Daniels and by former mayor Charles Royer  

With such prominent and well-connected leadership, the 

new Alliance’s tagline, “New Energy for Seattle’s Historic 

Neighborhood”, seems entirely appropriate 

180. Cohen, “Pioneer Square trolley barn advances.”

181. Smith, interview.
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Part 4: Points and Counterpoints

The decades-long debates over Occidental Square 

circled around notably few issues: (1) sense of safety; (2) 

design complexity and preservation; (3) which comes first—

thriving parks or a thriving neighborhood; and (4) the role 

of community participation (Figure 3) 

This chapter organizes all debates over the park 

around these four primary issues  Each issue can be seen 

to pit complexity and deliberation against simplicity and 

efficiency, as I will describe below 

Sense of Safety

Many see crime prevention through environmental 

design (CPTED) as a useful strategy for mitigating illegal and 

threatening behavior in the park, but disagree greatly over the 

extent to which such strategies should be applied  Implicit in 

the uncomfortable debate is the issue of sheltering the many 

homeless who make the park their home 

Pro-Efficiency: When in Doubt, CPTED

During the intergovernmental summit of 1989, 

officials suggested replacing permanent benches with 

movable seating and modifying the pergola “to lessen the 

impact of lawless behavior in the park” 182

The strategy was supported by the Police Department’s 

West Precinct Commander:

Access, visibility, lighting, and other 

environmental circumstances often define the 

safety of park areas…  We would prefer the 

advantage of physical design based upon public 

safety criteria as opposed to the continuing 

need for police response to render aid to 

victims of predation and crime… 

In particular, the Pergola structure is the site of 

numerous disturbances, and is a platform upon 

which felony narcotics trafficking is obscured 

by the physical design of the structure  

Similarly, the area surrounding the north end 

totem garden has become an ill-lit gathering 

point whose design and use patterns obscure 

illegal activity 183

182. City of Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation, “Proposal for 
Renovation.”

183. Kimerer, “Letter to Tina Bueche.”
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At least two social service providers also voiced 

support for bench removal, writing, “The park currently 

serves as a place where the more vulnerable of our society 

are frequently victimized by various perpetrators ”184

Anecdotal reports following the midnight bench 

removal along the park’s north edge suggest that the tactics 

were indeed effective, at least in the short term  A store 

owner reported, “I watch those benches all day, every day  

They are used by people drinking, fighting, shooting up 

drugs  I share the frustration that whoever did this must 

have felt  What I’ve seen today—it’s been quiet, it’s clean ” 

A vendor in the park added, “I was wondering why I didn’t 

hear all the yelling and hollering that usually goes on during 

the day  With the [movable] chairs, there’s more people out 

here using the park ”185

CPTED continues to be a significant source of 

redesign inspiration, most recently reiterated in the 2010 

neighborhood revitalization strategy 186

184. Smith, “Pioneer Square -- Redesign of Occidental Park Not a Plot 
Against Homeless.”

185. Shatzkin, “Benches Are Vandalized -- Seats Symbolize Controversy 
Over Occidental Park Homeless.”

186. Pioneer Square Revitalization Committee, “Pioneer Square 2015: A 
Strategy for Seattle’s First Neighborhood,” 14.

Pro-Complexity: Limit CPTED

Those opposed to diligent CPTED emphasized the role 

of the benches and pergolas in the park’s appeal and usability  

Rather than removing park furniture, they promoted police 

presence and increased public use as solutions instead 

The Seattle Weekly cited two precedents  First, in 

Regrade Park, benches were removed but “the good citizens 

still failed to claim the little park as their own, and last 

year it was taken over by the street-crack bazaar ”187 On the 

other hand, Steinbrueck Park survived “a particularly tough, 

heroin-dealing street crowd” with only “zealous patrolling 

… along with speedy, thorough cleansing ” The article 

emphasized that the Pike Place Market community continued 

to use the park despite the criminal activity 

The debate over bench removal became a referendum 

on egalitarian rights to public spaces  Fixed benches, 

suggested the Seattle Weekly, “are intrinsic to our notion 

of urban parks, symbolizing universal, irrevocable public 

access…  Removable seats convey the threat of…removal…  

The fringe dwellers don’t ‘take over’ such spaces or ‘drive 

away’ anyone else  Rather, they crawl like hermit crabs into 

niches abandoned by the dominant species  Occidental Park 

was abandoned, not conquered ”188

187. Scigliano, “Parkicide.”

188. Ibid.
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Points and Counterpoints: Design Complexity and Preservation

Indeed, most social service clients and providers 

opposed the changes  “Generally,” reported the director of 

the Lutheran Compass Center, “the homeless people feel 

intimidated from using the [movable] chairs ”189

Alongside the social services, architects and residents 

occupied this side of the debate  Wrote one:

[T]he bench-removal tactic has already been 

tried  Several years ago most of the benches 

simply disappeared  Brief explanation was given 

in the press that local retail interests hoped to 

discourage the presence of the urban poor… 

Beautiful wrought-iron and wood benches 

were therefore replaced by an idiotic flock of 

flimsy white plastic chairs … during business 

hours only  The urban poor remain… 

It is a tragedy that … we are ready to sacrifice 

our equality as citizens willing to share public 

spaces, rather than solve our difficult social 

problems 190

189. Ibid.

190. Virgien, “An Idiotic Flock Of Flimsy Chairs.”

Design Complexity and Preservation

In the 1970s, as property values of restored buildings 

soared, the City touted the future of historic preservation: 

“Just as new soles give life to an old pair of shoes, reuse 

of older buildings makes good economic sense and 

environmental sense as well ”191

Yet, as the neighborhood faltered in 1980, the value of 

historic preservation came under question  In an economic 

development meeting for Pioneer Square, developer Bruce 

Lorig declared that neighborhoods need to constantly 

rebuild themselves, and that Pioneer Square’s Special Review 

Boards had been a “hindrance”, or at best irrelevant, to a 

neighborhood that was sliding backwards 192

Each suggested change to the park has come with 

its own battle  For some, the issue was over change versus 

preserving mature trees and an iconic design  Others simply 

had an aesthetic preference regarding the textural detail of 

the park’s original design 

How much value should be ascribed to the aesthetic 

preservation of a park designed for a blushing 1970s 

neighborhood renaissance?

191. Don Miles Associates and City of Seattle Department of Community 
Development, Pioneer Square Profile, 17.

192. Committee to Assess the Feasibility of Establishing Economic 
Development Guidelines and Regulations, CAFE EDGAR, 7.
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Pro-Efficiency: A Blanker Slate

Many in the park’s community base appreciated the 

park’s original beauty, but believed it needed a change  “It’s 

just really tragic that we have this gorgeous park and it’s not 

used,” commented one resident 193

Change for change’s sake was itself a design strategy  

“People get in a rut in how they behave and how they relate 

to spaces and other people  Sometimes you have to change 

the molecules,” said DPR Superintendent Ken Bounds 194

Maintenance of the original design was also an issue  

Though Bounds conceded that Parks “had been guilty of not 

maintaining the space,”195 retroactive pollarding was difficult 

on mature trees 196 The sand-set cobblestones could not be 

pressure-washed, contributing to less frequent cleaning and 

the resulting stagnant smell of urine 197 Maintaining the 

park’s handcrafted elements required a large portion of the 

renovation budget 198

Selective tree removal was advocated to improve the 

park’s chilly microclimate and to brighten its shaded corners  

A more inviting space would also be easier to program 199

193. Murakami, “Radical ideas mulled for Occidental Park.”

194. Maryman and Umbanhowar, “How Not to Revitalize an Icon,” 54.

195. Ibid., 53.

196. Goldberg, interview.

197. Donohue, interview.

198. LaPierre, interview.

199. Goldberg, interview.

Most agree that the park has been well used 

following the 2006 renovations  With DPR’s renewed focus 

on programming,200 coupled with substantial population 

increase nearby, it remains difficult to draw conclusions on 

the role of design itself in subsequent park use 

Pro-Complexity: Design Preservation

The park’s preservationists believed in maintenance 

over heavy-handed changes  Some were attached to the park 

as it was 201 Others preferred the park’s existing detailing over 

proposed changes 

200. Schoenburg, interview.

201. Murakami, “17 trees, pergola doomed in revamp of Occidental Park.”

Figure 38. Neighboring Population Growth

Population density around Occidental Park has only recently 
regained 1960 levels  Data source: United States Census

Census
Tract

 #
Blocks

Population Housing
total per block total per block

1960 O1 24 2,286 95 1,661 69
1970 92 24 967 40 575 24
1980 92 24 1,173 49 924 39
1990 92 24 1,675 70 1,035 43
2000 92 BG2 15 911 61 446 30
2010 92 BG2 15 1,499 100 778 52
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Points and Counterpoints: Which Must Come First: Park Vitality or Neighborhood Growth?

Historic boards were urged to designate the entire 

park as a landmark, as “the first example of a landscape 

architect’s response to designing within a historic setting”202 

or “as the first urban revitalization project undertaken by 

landscape architects in the Pacific Northwest ”203

The preservationists preferred incremental over 

radical change  “Occidental Square is ready for renewal and 

should change,” wrote Grant Jones, “but the change should 

be evolutionary, adaptive, and focused on completing the 

square… ”204 Ilze Jones later elaborated: “[I]t’s that evolution 

and adaptation that give the patina of interest, particularly in 

our historic district area and to our city ” 205 

Jones & Jones recommended that the City complete 

the pergola, retrofitting it with electricity and plumbing 

and transforming it into a vending platform as originally 

designed 206 They supported a late-night park closure, also 

recommending new radiant heaters and permanent bocce 

courts and vendor stalls in place of the temporary ones  They 

also pointed to the continued need to develop the building 

across the street  “The place has good bones,” wrote Grant 

202. Hines, “Contested Terrain,” 122.

203. Ibid., 115.

204. Jones and Jones, Grant R., “The Genesis of a Threatened Landmark,” 
174.

205. Maryman and Umbanhowar, “How Not to Revitalize an Icon,” 56.

206. Brigman and Tracy, “Occidental Park Appeal: Notice to the Hearing 
Examiner,” 2.

Jones  “There’s no need for wholesale demolition ”207 Their 

supporters believed that reconstructing the park would be a 

waste of the original design details 

Saving the trees became a potent rallying point  “Trees 

are to open space what columns are to buildings,” said Grant 

Jones  “You don’t remove the columns when you rehabilitate 

a building ”208 The lawsuit further added that “removing 28% 

of the trees from Occidental Park represents a significant 

impact on access to fresh air by people who occupy the 

buildings around the park ” 209

Which Must Come First: Park Vitality or 

Neighborhood Growth?

Occidental Square continues to pale against rosy 

aspirations for a neighborhood agora  Some argued that 

more residents were necessary, and sufficient, for park 

definition and vitality  Yet the stagnant smell and shabby 

appeal of Pioneer Square’s public spaces have been blamed 

for the very stumbling of that long-anticipated growth 

207. Jones and Jones, Grant R., “The Genesis of a Threatened Landmark,” 
175.

208. Maryman and Umbanhowar, “How Not to Revitalize an Icon,” 56.

209. Brigman and Tracy, “Occidental Park Appeal: Notice to the Hearing 
Examiner,” 1.
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Which is responsible for the other? Though rarely 

debated specifically, this is a source of strong disagreement 

Pro-Efficiency: Public Life Begets Neighborhood Growth

Some believed that the park had latent users—office 

workers and nearby residents—who simply needed to be 

drawn out with a fresh design 210 A safe, well-used park 

would then make attracting neighborhood newcomers easier 

DPR is among those who believed in the park’s latent 

users, advocating that “amenities must be the ‘carrot’ used to 

attract residents, workers and visitors to the Square ”211

Chief among the aims was to make the park less 

awkward to use  Otak’s Curtis LaPierre describes watching 

from his office window as tourists would read historic panels 

under the pergola  “There would just be this weirdness  ‘Can 

I go look at that? Oh…you’re sleeping there?’”212

Pro-Complexity: Public Life Follows Growth

On the other hand, some park advocates feared that 

a redesign in the absence of neighborhood growth would 

create a Potemkin park, accomplishing nothing meaningful  

Even LaPierre, while drafting redesign plans, agreed that 

210. Goldberg, interview.

211. City of Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation, “Proposal for 
Renovation.”

212. LaPierre, interview.

the park’s “full-scale drug market…had more to do with 

adjacent land uses than it did with the park ”213

Occidental Park’s original vision relied heavily upon 

the expectation of buildings on all four sides, feeding 

the park with natural activity 214 However, landowner Joe 

Diamond had no interest in developing his parking lots to 

the east,215 despite hopeful City overtures as early as 1979 

alluding to a new “Occidental Hotel site” 216

By the late 1980s, the Diamond Parking lot was 

becoming what some called a perfect “drug alley” 217 Again 

identified as a potential hotel site in 1990,218 the parking lot 

gained the attention of neighborhood boosters, including 

EDAW and restaurateur Richard Wrigley, who attempted to 

purchase the site  “Joe Diamond basically said he’d die and 

go to heaven first,” reported Wrigley 219 Joe’s son Joel did 

investigate development options, but found it infeasible for 

the time being under “Historic District rules” 220

213. Maryman and Umbanhowar, “How Not to Revitalize an Icon,” 53.

214. Jones and Jones, Grant R., “The Genesis of a Threatened Landmark,” 
175.

215. Occidental Park Hotel, 57-58; Rogers, “Occidental, on Purpose,” 13; 
Elster, “The Missing Piece,” 2.

216. Don Miles Associates and City of Seattle Department of Community 
Development, Pioneer Square Profile, 18.

217. LaPierre, interview.

218. Rice, Mayor’s Recommended Pioneer Square Plan Update, 54.

219. Scigliano, “Parkicide.”

220. Ibid.
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Points and Counterpoints: Community Participation

There was even public discussion of condemning the 

property and doubling the size of Occidental Park  At the 

time, DPR, busily promoting the Seattle Commons project,221 

lacked expendable political capital for a legal campaign 

against Diamond, a distinguished land use lawyer 222 Even 

proposals to open a market on the parking lot, or to screen it 

somehow, never materialized 223

Community Participation

The “you go first” standoff described above stands in 

contrast to the mutual trust and synchronized collaboration 

that had characterized the neighborhood’s renaissance of the 

1960s  Building this trust and collaboration, to some, was 

one of the most important roles of community participation 

Pro-Efficiency: Community Provides Input Only

Those weary with the plodding pace of compromise 

have described Seattle’s community process as the “process 

of seeking consensus through exhaustion” 224 Aversion to 

exhaustion leads many to appeal for greater efficiency 

221. Ibid.

222. Carl, interview.

223. Ibid.

224. Moody, Seattle and the Demons of Ambition, 66.

The 1980 CAFE EDGAR study was an early voice on 

this side, recommending “a strong development corporation, 

authority, or organization capable of providing leadership to 

the district”:

Overall, the historic districts which have been 

successful appear to be well organized, and 

have some organization which can speak for the 

entire district… 

The merchants and owners in Pioneer Square 

are individualists  They tend to fragment into 

relatively weak, often competing organizations  

The pattern of decentralized private sector 

leadership in Pioneer Square needs to be 

addressed if the District is to move forward in 

its economic development efforts 225

Pioneer Square’s leadership eventually coalesced under 

this consolidated model in 2001 

Another argument for centralized decision-making is 

the establishment of a clear vision over design by committee  

One DPR staffer described the community’s plan as more of 

225. Committee to Assess the Feasibility of Establishing Economic 
Development Guidelines and Regulations, CAFE EDGAR, 2.
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“a list than no one would oppose” than a true shared vision 

for the park 

Overall, efficiency in park planning has become 

the dominant trend  DPR now emphasizes controlled 

expectations in public involvement 226 “Public input will be 

used to define the general design of the project,” clarifies one 

2007 flyer for a community meeting on Occidental Square’s 

replacement kiosk  “The Parks Superintendent has the final 

decision on this project ”

Pro-Complexity: Community Decides

The landscape architecture profession includes many 

participatory planning advocates, who use public process 

to build local support and funding, while ensuring a park’s 

democratic purpose 227

Seattle in particular has a strong recent tradition of 

public input and citizen participation  Some analysts pin 

the start of this tradition to Wes Uhlman’s mayoral election 

in 1969 228 Up through the 1960s, a small group of civic 

leaders was visibly making key decisions, as seen in the 

planning process for the 1962 World’s Fair and for the 1968 

Forward Thrust that eventually helped fund the Kingdome 

226. Goldberg, interview; Donohue, interview.

227. Bell, Good deeds, good design, 48.

228. Lieb, “Uhlman, Wesley Carl (b. 1935).”

and Occidental Square 229 A key strategy in Uhlman’s new 

leadership was to expand citizen participation through 

commissions and policy boards 230

Though Occidental Square’s history suggests that 

neighborhood plans are very slow to be realized, packing 

little immediate punch, many advocates still champion the 

public process itself  They prefer the messy process and the 

experimental, informal spaces it inspires, pointing out that 

a candid dialogue enforces respect, trust, and beneficial 

alliances in spite of ideological differences 231

From this viewpoint, the mistake of centralized 

planning was to put “preservationists and landscape 

architects on the defensive by creating an adversarial 

relationship ”232 Looking back on events, one City staffer 

acknowledged during our interview that “pissing off the old 

guard, [who] didn’t want to play along” had been a “major 

misstep” 

The merits and drawbacks of participation-based civic 

process is at the heart of many political disputes in Seattle  

To analyze this argument is, essentially, to analyze Seattle’s 

power structure itself 

229. Bennett, Economic Development in American Cities, 115.

230. Lieb, “Uhlman, Wesley Carl (b. 1935).”

231. Carl, interview.

232. Hines, “Contested Terrain,” 123.
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Power Analysis: How Decisions Really Got Made

Part 5: Power Analysis

I introduced this paper by describing two prominent 

schools of thought regarding power structure: the elite 

theorists who believe that most communities have a fixed 

power elite, and the pluralists who see power shifting in 

response to elections, revolutions, and other mechanisms 

Pluralism fails to account for the consistency with 

which progress in Pioneer Square has been slowly directed 

toward development and growth  The local “growth 

coalition” continues to be a narrowly dominant influence in 

Pioneer Square, respected as the neighborhood’s saviors from 

stagnation 

However, to paint an entirely centralized picture 

of power would ignore the key battles lost by the growth 

coalition, including recent mayoral campaigns and rezoning 

requests  

How Decisions Really Got Made

In Occidental Square, there have been many decisions 

without consequent action: contradicting neighborhood 

plans; rescinded approvals for bench and tree removal  

There have also been actions without preceding decisions: 

midnight bench disappearances; acts of aggression 

To follow power, we must look at the decisions 

that resulted in action  Along the way, architects advocated 

design complexity and preservation  Businesses needed the 

promise of change and progress  Residents and workers 

defended what they enjoyed and pushed for new uses  The 

homeless sometimes spoke for themselves, and were just 

 local developers continue 
to be a narrowly dominant 
influence, respected as the 
neighborhood’s saviors from 
stagnation.

 however, the developers 
have also lost key battles, 
including recent mayoral 
campigns and rezoning 
requests.
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as often raised as symbols of egalitarianism by people who 

appreciated their presence in the park  

When it comes to final action, though, the City of 

Seattle owns the parks and makes the final decisions  Within 

the City’s system of checks and balances, endorsement by 

a neighborhood association is a political necessity  The City 

continues to balance democracy with economic growth, 

shifting between the two according to the economic and 

political tides  But the community continues inching, in 

fits and starts, along an overall trend of development and 

residential growth 

Bringing It All Back to My Favorite Subject: Myself

I’d selected this thesis topic to feed my own interest 

in the relationship between a community’s power elite 

on the one hand and bottom-up, community-based 

participatory planning on the other  In recent years I had 

come to the conclusion, based on my own experience, that 

the most effective career in design activism is in real estate 

development itself—a conclusion quite similar to that drawn 

by Ralph Anderson’s cohort of Pioneer Square’s yesteryear 

But what might that development process look like? 

On the one hand, I strongly believe in maintaining integrity 

in working with communities  Neighborhood identity and 

visual beauty are characteristics that are hard to define, 

hard to work into financial calculations, and nonetheless 

dehumanizing to live without  Yet I also identify completely 

with the let’s-get-on-with-it forehead-slapping that often 

results from a group decision-making process 

With that in mind, below are my evaluative comments 

and lessons learned from this thesis 

A Message to Design Activists

If designing a public space with activism in mind, as 

Jones and Jones set out to do in 1971, an architect should 

finalize the design only after having allied with the space’s 

adjacent neighbors  In assuming that Joe Diamond would 

be interested in developing his parking lots to the east of 

the park, Occidental Park’s designers committed a critical 

planning error at the park’s inception 

 understanding the city’s 
political structure is critical. 
by failing to remain updated 
on the balance of power in 
the city, preservation activists 
were ultimately defeated.
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Power Analysis: Bringing It All Back to My Favorite Subject: Myself

A designer who intends to maintain an active presence 

in a neighborhood must maintain alliances throughout 

the community’s different sectors and stakeholder groups  

A good way to accomplish this is to remain an active 

participant in community meetings at times of peace, when 

these relationships of trust are formed  Consistent civic 

participation helps to maintain a balanced perspective of 

a community’s needs, which in turn supports consensus-

building, mutual trust, and sustained future activism  Overall, 

taking a more flexible stance toward design changes might 

have saved Jones & Jones from losing control over the design 

process altogether 

Lastly, understanding the City’s political structure is 

critical for public space activists  Though the Pioneer Square 

Preservation Board had wielded significant power in 1992, 

it had lost that power during Nickels’s mayorship  Thus, by 

2004, preservation activists needed to be addressing not the 

Preservation Board, but the Board of Park Commissioners, 

whose meeting minutes reflect only a vague awareness of the 

neighborhood disputes 233 By failing to remain updated on 

the evolving balance of power in the City, these activists were 

ultimately defeated 

A Message to Planners

Park planners must be specific, and responsible, 

in researching what “the community” wants  Business 

owners, landowners, and residents all identify as part of 

the community  The critical subset of a park’s community, 

however, is the group of people most likely to use the 

renewed space often—residents who might organize chess 

tournaments; office workers who might have a coffee on a 

sunny day; visiting passersby who might buy market trinkets 

In Occidental Square’s history, many of the vocally 

opinionated on the extremes of the spectrum were not true 

users of the space  They attempted to dress the park for the 

job it ought to have, arguing over what that job should be 

There were better ways of asking which shoes would 

fit the park most fetchingly—by being more focused in 

defining the boundaries of the park’s true community, 

weighting comments not by the strength of the stakeholder’s 

233. Board of Park Commissioners, Meeting Minutes, 9 Sep 2004.

 it’s important to distinguish 
between projects of regional 
benefit and those of 
neighborhood-level benefit.
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voice but by the number of footprints the stakeholder 

intended to leave in the park’s shiny new paving 

Final Thoughts on Community Process

Throughout this paper, I have alluded to the polarizing 

forces that, when tempers flare, are identified as efficiency at 

one end and consensus at the other end  There are two ways 

to settle debates with both efficiency and consensus: through 

compromise, as in 1992, or through controlled expectations 

of the community process, as in DPR’s method of dialogue 

now 

After having wavered between the two during the 

course of my research, I’ve concluded that compromise and 

mediation are preferred over controlled expectations  Here 

I am revealing my bias for true communities, complete 

with all the intense emotional involvement and procedural 

messiness  If we’re relieved of emotional stake in our public 

spaces, what kind of community are we left with?

It’s important to distinguish between projects of 

regional benefit and those of neighborhood-level benefit  I 

share Seattle’s frequent frustration with reiterative City-level 

dialogue, but Occidental Square suggests that carrying that 

impatience into neighborhood-level planning is a mistake  

Centralized decision-making at the neighborhood scale 

comes at a palpable cost: a lost opportunity for richer and 

denser community alliances, even among people who have 

disagreed 

In my judgment, Occidental Square’s community 

process was most successful in 1992  Interest groups had 

separate representation  Separate interest groups, though 

messier, are also more legible  They force shared solutions: 

painfully incremental, but shared 

The past decade has seen Pioneer Square lose a 

significant portion of its original arts-and-culture base  

Rising rents are the primary cause, though some also cite 

psychological displacement  It remains to be seen how these 

changes will shape the community’s final image  The road 

to Pioneer Square’s future continues to be paved with good 

intentions on both sides of the cobbled walkway 

 centralized decision-making 
at the neighborhood scale 
comes at a palpable cost: a 
lost opportunity for trust and 
respect among people who have 
disagreed.
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